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SKMUm 
Anton Seidl and the Metropolitan Opera House An international exhibition of Music and Drama, 
■chestra will give a series of concerts at Philadelphia, planned by the Princess Metternich, will take place at 
iginning October 19th. The orchestra will also appear Vienna, May 8th, 1892. Rubinstein, D’Albert, Von 
, many of the principal cities of the East. Billow and Grunfeld are to be present and Johann 
The thirty-fourth annual Worcester, (Mass.) music Strauss is writing a waltz for the occasion. 
stival was held from September 21st to 25th. Handel’s The centenary of Meyerbeer’s birth took place on 
Israel in Egypt” and Brnch’s “Arminius ” were pro- September 5th. In Berlin a “ Meyerbeer Cycle” was 
iced. Contrary to its usual conservatism, this society begun, in celebration of the event, while in Vienna the 
few works by recent com >se day was marked by a performance of “Le Prophete.” 
Mb. Henry Rcjssell, the well-known composer of Stuttgart, Paris and many other cities also observed the 
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The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers to held 
responsible until orrearagea are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
diocontinraed, - .- - - ■ 
: ■ THEODORE PRES8ER, 
A - t- . . , 
lf#4 Ohrnmnt, 0ifaeei.-' " $ -^PHIIiABELPHIA, PA, 
LUio wum Utoa vgou ptvuuvt/u cau we vuuuvtLo im _ , » , _ . » .. 
it 102 theatres in other European countries* ward Baischxef and time wasting. But a faculty for play* 
# ing or singing, properly stimulated, supplies m the mma 
Ignaoe Paderewski will make his debut in New York g^d ftfQ 0f ftg possessor a central object of interest that 
it Carnegie Music Hall, November 17th, in conjunction serves as a safeguard in a hundred ways. Take the lad, 
vith the Symphony Orchestra under Walter Damrosch. for instance. If in him there is manifested even a slight 
three orchestral concerts and three recitals are an- leaning toward music it will redound to that child’s per- 
lounced, the former at Carnegie Hall, the latter at xnanent advantage if his faculty be made the moBt or by 
Madison Square Garden music hall, and all are to take his parents. To encourage him in mastering some in-' 
place within two weeks from the above date. Paderew- strnment will be to lessen the hold which evil compan- 
iki gave his farewell concert in London on October 27th. ionship will have upon him, and will lift him above the 
level of boys whose leisure moments are passed in having 
foreign all the “ fun ” they can have at some one else’s expense. ■ - v By giving one’s boy the coveted violin or flute, and 
Saint-SIsns’ new work is entitled “Africa.” stinting not the encouragement which he will need, the 
. ABBao.STHCMis tie Nestor co-peer., ri^STfe 
is now eig y years o often the reverse is the case. The weary father or jaded 
Ma&ia TeresaXJaiireno is engaged to play at the mother bewails the coming of a musical instrument into 
Berlin Philharmonic concerts next winter. the house, and do all they can to discourage the zealous 
F. X. Arens will give a series of concerts in Germany young novice in his first efforts at music-maMng^ So 
next winter, composed of American works. the little fellow gives it np-save m rare cases where his 
’ ■“■■■ ambition or his talents are so great as to dominate the 
Mascagni’s new opera, “L’Ami Fritz” will soon be adverse criticism of the family circle. But the average 
produced under Dr. Richter’s direction at Vienna. - lad will be ridiculed out of his desire to fiddle, or to 
"Miss Aits her (She has played at a private soiree “ toot,” and after a short and thankless period he d^ 
given by Mme. Wagner at Villa Wahnfried, Bayreuth. t3Ss.COmpani°nS Wh°Se WayS ar® n°fc deBirable 
Verdi says, that he may not finish his new opera ?)n the other hand, where a wise parental influence is 
“Falstaff”; however heis workingon it whenever he can. brought to bear, the lad soon becomes .thoroughly, inter? 
: rm1 i a oi to v i. l j ran estedin his music. To him it becomes more fascinating 
The Imperial Conserva^y at St. Petersburg had 660 h lay or a g00d time with his companions. In a 
students during the past year; The Leipsic Conservatory ^ |hi}e he a£ract8 to him8elf congenial spirits whose 
naa oils. uppermost idea is music, and whose favorite diversion 
Gounod is suffering from poor eyesight and general ill is to play together. The youth and manhood of that 
health. His condition is a source of anxiety to Mb young musician are pretty certain to be well spent, and 
friends. • . Satan will find little pv no mischief to be done by hands 
T7- ii. it. , j il T, u * that are busy with the strings or the keyboard and the 
, y?BDi’composer, has given about five- j thatiaygiven to the inspiration of music after the 
hundred thousand dollars m the building and endow- dutieg and, faborB of the day are ended. With the 
ment of hpspitals. daughter much the same holds good. In her case an 
A memorial tablet has been placed in the house where otherwise aimless and vulnerable life will he safely 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D, Tbbtbak, Box 2920, New York City.] ( .. 
■ HOME. 
Patti will leave Wales for America on November 29th. 
'Remenyi, the celebrated violinist, will concertize this 
country the coming season. 
Eugene D’Albert will give a series of recitals in this 
country in the spring of 1892. 
Carl V. Laohmund has begun his work at the 
Seharwenka Conservatory of Music. 
Clara E. Thoms gave recently a successful recital at 
the Warsaw, New York Sanitarium. 
Mr./Emil Liebling recently gave the last of his mid¬ 
summer programmes before bis pupils. 
The London music publishers contemplate opening a 
house.for their publications in. New York City. 
The fall season of popular concerts under Anton 
Seidl, at Madison Square Garden, opened September 9th. 
Mr. Boboowitz, the well-known pianist, confines'Jhis 
musical labors to the college of music at Toronto, 
Canada. 
■ Carl Zerrahn celebrated his quarter centennial ai 
EDITORIAL ROTES. 
ONE \V AY OF INTElll STIN ? PUPII.S. 
Some teachers succeed in interesting their pupils, who 
have been hard to lead into the enjoyment of music, by ■ 
giving them pieces that have stories. To illustrate by a 
piece that is very generally known: 11 The Prisoner and 
the Swallow,” by Croisez. The teacher explains that 
the European swallow is a song-bird with a peculiarly 
joyous note. Through the barred window of his cell the 
forlorn and remorseful prisoner hears the bird’s welcome 
song. It awakens long-buried memories, and he sings 
in answer a plaintive melody, interrupted by the swallow, 
first one singing, then the other. Then comes the middle 
part of the composition, where the prisoner gives way to 
paroxysms of despair. This movement is a peculiarly 
strong piece of writing. After this the original melody 
of the prisoner is figurated by thejbird’s song, making a 
pe< ul arly pleasant combins tion, 
Another piece which is not generally known to have a 
story, is “ Titania,” by Wely. This can be made ex¬ 
tremely interesting by having the pupil read the part in 
Shakespeare’s “Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the 
original, or in Charles and Mary Lamb’s edition, wher$ 
the play is brought into a condensed and narrative form. 
This latter ,-..‘<5 jh is prefe able. 
There are a multitude of such pieces in which the 
imagi ir' car b * id< o day n impor an p , 
lending great charm and interest to the student’s work. 
Some of the pieces'from “Schumann’s Album for the 
Young” might be used, such as “The Happy Farmer 
Returning from His Work,” He sings a song and as 
he approaches his home is joined by his wife. It is a 
rous, hi ypy carol < d-the lesc % ti >n >r story can oe 
embellished to the teacher’s taste. In the same volume, 
“ The First Loss,” where, the grief of a child is depicted 
go graphical y. Hit :h <>! las me som , m sfprtune t * 
breaking of a doll, or the loss of a toy, and is pouring 
out its overflowing heart to the tender mother who com¬ 
forts it. Then there is the “ Little Morning Wanderer,” 
a little fellow running away from home, singing most 
happily, his strange, new experiences met in the forest; 
ending, finally, in sobs and tears, and tired, sorrow-laden 
sleep. This latter is prettily and cleverly wrought out 
by the composer.- Then there is the “Rider’s Song” 
and the “Hunter’s Song,” “The Little Orphan,” and 
jaihera from the same volume, from which any teacher 
can make most interesting stories. Pieces to which a 
story or graphic description can be given are common 
enough if the teacher but turns his attention to the 
subject, 
We answer the questions of our subscribers with pleas¬ 
ure. But if they would look over a few back numbers 
they will in many instances find their questions an- 
. swered. We also receive many questions to which 
answers can be found in any musical dictionary:' We 
answer no questions that are not sighed witlpthe correct 
name and address aB well as a fictitious name of the j 
sender. If subscribers will remember thiB they will 
always get either a private answer or one in The Etude. 
We in no case publish the name pf the person who asks a 
question. Please write nothing on the sheet but your 
question. If an answer is not received within a few days 
by mail be patient, itu,will appear at some time in The 
Etude S - . , 
. / ___ 
Interest the' officers of your public library in getting a 
supply of musical literature. Every music pupil should 
have the invaluable advantage such a library would 
offer. But he should also collect a library of his own, 
and nothing will be more inspiring in this line than to 
first cultivate a taste for musical reading through the 
help of f he,|jnI>1 ic 1 -brary. 
' Pupils .make the mistake of thinking a teacher is 
, prompted only by mercenary motives. This is not true. 
After once engaged, he sinks his own interest and looks 
for the real reward in his pupil’s progress. Money may 
buy a teacher’s time, but not his interest, his patience, 
hiB enthusiasm, his energy, his heart; these are the all- 
powerful factors in teaching.—Presser. ' 
THE ROYAL ROAD IR PIANOFORTE STUDY, bining tlgcse, with due attention to the broader climaxes 
that define the periods. The acquisition of the erescendi, 
_ aiminuendi taste - 
The time Rpent at the keyboard in the practice of fully present these motive fragments and, through them,'’ 
fitudes would bB in great measure wasted if it were in- the phrases, will be likely to arouse a marked degree of 
tended to serve only for the acquisition of technical interest on the part of the earnest pupil, which will 
night -3 well acquired thror h suit- 
technical exercises. 
doubtless, surprise the teacher. Then apply the same 
care in punctuation, locating of. emphasiB, etc., in the 
The fitude should possess within itself^ and demand in melodic subject of the right hand throughout the 6tude 
its rendering, musical significance,—satisfying to the in- an<! practice separately before combining them, and the 
tellect in its structural completeness, to the musical con- result of such study will Be found to .be different from 
scionsness in its dynamic contrasts, its climax and re- the ordinary, colorless outcome of perfunctory practice, 
pose points and phrase effects, both novel and expres- however exacting, the former possessing, as it does, a 
sive. The music piece, so-called, occupies higher ground worm vitality,in its every tone, every minute thought and 
than this, in that it possesses emotional significance, at larger idea standing out with vivid clearness, instinct 
least in a higher degree than the fitude, but the struc¬ 
tural motive of the latter permits a better unity of de- 
with life and meaning 
Now, n the Cramer studies yield themselveB 
sign, but less range of expression, but an elaborate 80 profitably to this minute study, though many of them 
counterpoint with, therefore, a more limited field for the wifi* The same is true of Clementi, Heller Loeschhorn, 
application of technical means. et al. Of Chopin, it is simply a question of choice 
But even the figures in counterpoint contained in the between jewels of nearly equal value,—all good, but 
6tude must be, constructively and musically, interesting requiring highly developed musical perceptions and 
and possess aim and meaning. That is, they must have trained technic. , / 
well defined points of energy, climax and nuance, Not the least advantage of the study in detail just 
arresting and'-holding’ the attention throughout, when mentioned, is the assimilation of certain ,fixed and uni- 
properly delivered. In this direction the work upon versally applying principles of expression as respects 
6tudes should prepare the student for the higherwork of crescendo towards points of intensify and on ascending 
interpretation with the piano solo. passages, and .diminuendo on .^opposites, the vitalizing of 
Thus, then, scale passages and florid counterpoints, rhythmic, melodic and harmonic exceptional notes by 
as well as the melodic ideas, employed in the 6tude suitable accents, and the . minor shadings within the 
must have effectively contrasted points of intensity, broader climaxes of. larger groups of motives ; for, ex¬ 
centers 'of "gravity, iso to "speak, brought into relief by pression in musicris largely subject to certain tonal and 
the application of crescendo, accent and diminuendo, rhythmic principles we have had shown by Lussy, 
and, if need be, intensified by scarce perceptible accele- phristiani, 'But most conclusively and practically by 
randi and rallentandi and a variety of the styles of Riemanh, whose, editing of important works, shows 
touch used in its rendition. wonderful powers of analysis and most painstaking care 
It may be safely said, that not all Etudes, even among. Aud industry. A like careful and conscientious edition, 
those in constant use and held in high esteem, have upon similar lines, of carefully selected standard studies 
good and sufficient reason for existence, at least'for is much needed and will be cordially welcomed by every 
continued existence, when measured by musical as well progressive teacher, 
as by technical standards. But few writers are success- j, • ' 
ful in compositions of this genre, whose works have PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF THE TEACHER. 
become standard and essential to a course in pianoforte 7 , , , . . 
, , ... e / .. . A competent teacher is marked by certain mdispen- 
study, while, of the numerons/studies by the many gable traits and habits. Personal appearance has much 
writers, old arid new, by far/the larger number have to do with a teacher’s Buccess, both in securing pupils 
passed or are passing into “Innocuous desuetude.” and in retaining their respect and esteem. k A slovenly 
Measured as to result, the 6tude should contribute ma8)cian 4is ne™r ^tractive, whatever his talents^or 
essentially and constantly, to the building up of an effec- jf a person \s careless and untidy in his dress, he will be 
| tive control of means in the application of power, pre- so in his work. Indifference to personal appearance in 
cisely and delicately adjusted to the production of a teacher breeds in the mind of the pupil a distrust as 
.needed nuances and relative intensities ; to the percep- *° h*8 intellectual wardrobe. A disregard for personal 
. , , ,, . : . * appearance is an insult to the pupil and to the families 
tion of sections and, phrases, and their clear outlining by jnto which, on account of his profession, the music 
theyneans already suggested, as well as of the relation- teacher is admitted. 
- ships of these phrases one to another form. Here, as in But many of the greatest geniuses the world has 
alL the music forms, must we take the phrase unit as the known have been slovenly and untidy in their habits 
Zy . , , .j .. and unmindful of their personal appearance. Beetho-- 
basis for our estimate and consideration. ven wa8 notably so. Dr. Johnson, great as he was, 
It must be conceded then, that Etudes with a good was not only a hog in his manners, such as he had, but 
technical material and, in addition, filled with worthy iQ his habits also. These exceptions, however, only 
musical and even emotional content, are invaluable aids Prove the rule" SloV?“fc 
. . „ . . . . ’ . - v . as many suppose, and they make a mistake who in these 
in pianoforte study, in cultivating musical perception things, as m their handwriting, endeavor to imitate 
and taste along With technical Bkill. The fitnde is too these great men by doing as badly as they know how to do. 
often looked upon by both teacher and pupil as a sort of On the other hand, tidiness, cleanliness, neatness of 
necessary evil, andthe work put upon it becomes; there- 
fore, mainly perfunctory, a kind of forced homage to an one will perform. Not that dress, or frequent wash- 
orthodox requirement. There can be but little fruitage ings, or a clean shirt every day will make a good 
from £tudt work when-studied with such unworthy mo- teacher, or a superior musician, or a poet; but, as a 
livea even ,ith ,he be.t of ccnte„t, while, on the other t 
hand, coil amort work, with close attention to details, 
will yield a rich return. 
For example, take the Cramer (Von Biilow) 6tude, 
i own sake as well as out of regard for those with whom 
he comes in contact. The finer spirits, those of the 
! nost delicate tastes, the mo ultnred and v fined nt 
No. VII., in F minor, a study full of possibilities to the tulJ8 1ar.®> becauf tbey ar(fmBUcll> mindful of theee thinS8’ 
j Ivan d pupil for th d vel pment be s of mu ical per and by f-f->. we know them. In reality, we are like our surrounding, and our sur--' 
i • -.i . i.. ^ i ai__ .■■■ ception and technic, Let the melody allotted to the left roundings are what we make them. The spiritual^ part 
hand be carefully punctuated, aB to its sections, by small of man is what governs him, and if he is disorderly, nn- 
vertical line., after the manner of th, Riemann edition., StBh H 
or m any eonv menl way beginning note of * ich theless. 
will be on the strong part of the measure or its sub- Music, of all the arts, should,have for Its exponents 
divided "parts), and carefully establish the climax of each those who have due regh^-^ripeatness and order in. all 
,, ... . , , . , things, and who exemplify it m their-own peraonai 
section, together with the suggested dynamic shadings, appafl^nce. We are sorry to say that the facts in thil 
and work this out into corresponding audible effects at case, as in many others, are often the opposite of what 
the keyboard, fragment by. fragment, afterward com- they sfiould be.—Musical Visitor. 
T BE E E T U D E 
' WORTHY OF COMMENT, 
v WHAT MUSIC ‘TO STUDY, AND WHY. 
A sound judgment, a cultivated taste, and an ex¬ 
tended experience are demanded is, the selection of 
pieces that pupils should study. But gray heads are 
hard to find upon green shoulders. Therefore in this 
important matter inexperienced teachers are looting to 
published methods, and approved selections of pieces to 
help them to a right choice in this matter. 
A good piece of music when well learned, and espe¬ 
cially when committed to memory, becomes, after a 
time, a part of the musical consciousness, so to speak ; it 
is absorbed into one’s musical fibre. If the young pupil 
plays only such music as the gems that have a pure and 
not obscure content, music from the best composers, 
that of Schumann and oilier well recognized masters 
who have written for the young, he acquires a refined 
taste, and his musical organization is developed into 
something superior. On the other hand, if music of the 
lower order is studied, there is but little development 
musically, except of rudimentary rhythm, which is of 
the lowest order is our musical consciousness. 
The effect upon the pupil of such music is akin to that 
which results from perusing' flashy literature. It not 
only destroys the literary taste but perverts the moral j 
nature, and teaches the reader to look upon the world 
in an unnatural and, false light. But if reading is well 
selected for young people, they grow into maturity of 
character, sound judgment and a good development, 
mentally, morally, and aesthetically. 
To a pupil with a sonl sensitive to the influence; of 
music, the pieces he studies have stronger influence, if 
possible, than the literature he reads. Nothing will 
sway, his thoughts and emotions, and thereby his charac¬ 
ter, more than the music he plays and hears, unless it lie'' 
his loves and friendships. Professor Drummond states 
this aptly, a-s published in the Sunday School Times, and 
comm! nt< upon as follows 
“ ‘It is the law of influence that we become like those 
whom we habitually love.’ The fancy of an hour wili 
not transform our nature, nor will our innermost life be 
shaped for good by one who does not so command o,ur 
admiration as to draw us away from ourselves and toward 
him unceasingly. But the steady outgoing of our affec¬ 
tions towards one whom we deem worthy of praise and 
love and trust will gradually make us like him, by con¬ 
forming us to our recognized ideal in him. ‘ There are 
some men and some women in whose company we are 
always at oar best. While with them we cannot think 
mean thoughts or speak ungenerous words. Their mere 
presence is elevation, purification, sanctity. All the best 
stops in our nature are drawn out by their intercourse, 
and we find music in. our souls that was never there be¬ 
fore. , Suppose even that influence prolonged through 
a month, a year, a lifetime, and what could not life 
become?’ ” . 
The writer could have truthfully included the books 
we read and music we study, as well as only to have 
mentii u l ■ e w e 1 il , . 
' PERIODS OF REPOSE IN PRACTICE. 
: M-toy 4;;bb':wb I-'-Tie TV ;/ . ; " ’to ; ..toff' V'vVb ' to’/; V V 
One-third of the twenty-four hours, as a rule, is spent in 
sleep. One-third of the time the bangs and heart are at 
rest, that is, there is an instant of repose after the pulsa¬ 
tion of the heart and inflation of the lungs. This seems 
to be the rule of nature, so fajr.as humanity is concerned. A 
modification of this holds good in technical practice. To 
play a scale through from three to five or more times, 
with the idea of making it as perfect as possible, is con¬ 
siderably exhausting to the nervous force. If at the end 
of the attempt, one waits an instant, perhaps the length 
of a measure, he can proceed again with perfect fresh¬ 
ness, in fact on a higher plane, nearer perfection than 
during the previons effort. But on the other hhnd, if he 
should try to play the scale as well as he can for fifteen 
minutes, the larger portion of the practice would be 
worse than useless,’because it would distinctly degenerate, 
The less of poor playing we do the better. Pupils 
who will practice their scales as above suggested will 
make a rapid progress. When we aim at some definite 
result, practice takes on life and interest, and there is 
something progressive in it. On the other hand, if the 
pupil simply practices the scales because they are recom¬ 
mended, and ha believes them to be helpful, his advance 
in them will be comparatively small. Hence thewalue 
of playing scales in groups of perfect Arses, fives, etc. 
That is,, he shall endeavor to play the scale three times 
in succession, without an imperfection of my kind, and 
setting for himself an ideal standard as to touch, finger¬ 
ings smoothness, velocity. ete, which he critically follows. 
This will add zeal and zest to his work, for one naturally 
f njoys access and dislikes failn e. 
One of the special advantages of practicing the scales 
In’- thirds, sixes, tens, Canons, contrary, mixed move¬ 
ments, etc., is that they each allow another and different 
form for applying effort, and in a certain some, give re at 
to the nerve tension that would be caused by too long 
practice in any dm form, ■ This might be illustrated by 
saying, that a person could run at the top of his speed, 
which might'be very rapid, for a hundred yards, but if, he 
were to lengthen the race to a hundred rods, the latter 
part of this course would be covered at a comparatively 
slow rate. This applies with equal truth to the quality of 
scale or exercise playing, when continued too long in 
one form. 
In playing pieces, one passage will be runs, another 
chords, and all these constantly varying, runs of all 
kinds, and chords of _all kinds; mixed passages that one 
could scarcely analyze; and because of this infinite 
variety the performer is able to finish his piece without 
undue fatigue. Whereas, the exact sameness in scale 
and exercise playing requires frequent stops, if the 
pupil’s work is to be advantageous to him. 
Cl NTENT HI YDINC . 
It is said of Daniel Webster that in reading aloud he 
would run his eye over the words he was speaking, so 
that by the time he had finished the first page he knew 
every word on the second. 
The editor of one of the best known religions papers 
of New York reads by clauses and sentences as other 
people read by single words. He can read a page in 
about one-fifth the time of an ordinary reader, that is 
when he is reading silently. 
The rapid sight-reader has something of this rare 
skill. In fact one never becomes a good reader of 
mnsic until he can- read in advance of performance. 
Those who read by sections and phrases are the ones 
who play with the greatest expression. When they! 
begin the phrase the whole of it is in the mind, and 
there, is a mental ideal of how it should sound, Of 
course this is only possible to skillful players, but pupils 
can be dv ted up to it 
First, they should attempt to read a count or part of a 
count-torn advance of their playing; then read from 
accent to accent, which would be half a measure in 
four-four time; then read by measures, and lastly by 
sentences. Bat this cannot be done when one reads 
note by note. 
The musical effect is represented in what the notes 
portray and indicate to the emotions, and the fingers 
give this ex ression 
There is one step to be taken previons to this drill, 
and that is to teach- the pupils to read groups;of four 
notes as if they, we.te one thing, and-to .read, scales and 
runs as if they were a- single musical idea, instead, of 
being made up of separate notes. There is no reason 
why the performer should not read the musical sentiment 
of a composition as well as a person in reading a poem 
should have his mind taken up with the beauty of the 
author’b thought, and not merely with the words and 
letters on the page. 
The young teacher who feels his or her inability or 
weakness, by the promptings of ah insatiable longing for 
more knowledge, a deeper insight into the mysteries of 
art, or bj an overwhelming sense of the infinite possi- 
j bilities of the human mind, is better off than the con¬ 
ceited old fool who has grown fat on the credulity and 
! the ignorance of the public.—Presser* 
SCALE PRACTICE. 
BY H. II. JOHNSON. 
How can we best interest pupils in this important part 
of piano work: , , 
I will briefly give one of my plans, which is practically 
along the line mapped out by Wm. Mason, with perhaps 
a little differing. First, I require the pupil to count 
alond one, two, three, four, several times, about the 
tempo of 70 M. M., more especially to ascertain the 
natural rhythmical condition of the pupil’s “mental 
metronome,” if that is a proper expression. Second, 
play the -0 scale, one octave ascending and descending, 
in contrary and similar motion, one stroke to each 
count, or pulse, then two to each pulse—(Doublets) 
Three’s (Triplets) etc., then three strokes to a beat, 
first tone long, second and third tones short, represented 
by an eighth note and two sixteenths barred together; 
same reversed as two sixteenths notes and one eighth 4 
barred together, also a. dotted eighth barred to a six¬ 
teenth, as in march time, and other forms. When the j 
pu il if r r nough idvance I >;*; oduce * mntbrpoint 
form ii at me s arms, such as doublets with me 
hand and with a dotted eighth followed with the other 
f. n be ake • n > at quite an earlj - tag Howe - ei th s« 
seven different movements cover the whole ground, in the 
main, of t 11 i mon rl ytht lical forms. I insist upon the 
pupil counting alond and accenting properly. By the 
time these seven movements are completed and the 
correct completion of phrases given with each move- 
ment h npil has a ompli hed < i a ale vox * » rh< 
is aware of; because the thoughts have been directed to 
the analyzing of the forms and rhythmical movements, 
thereby draw g the'mind from th ‘ dry scale ; Jo- 
go( • foundation is b ng, almos nncoi scic lsly, laid ■ 
future rhythmical work. Of course, two and three 
octaves, simple thirds, tenths, sixths, arpeggios, etc;, are 
taken up as soon as practicable. toy.. -: 
No instruction book is needed in; all this, and no 
finger marking if proper attention is given to principles 
during ^Irst few lessons. Some pupils watch the keys 
too closely, if not cautioned sufficiently. I have no 
objection to having a book to look at, but when I find, as 
I often, do, that the pupils are reading finger marks 
now f not( I make them lool gp, c jr the piano op 
anywhere away from the too frequently overabundance 
of finger figures 
I have often made the assertion, and still reaffirm, that 
if correct principles are inculcated during first stages of 
finger exercises and scale practice, very few figures need 
be attached to the notes. 
TRIALS AID TRIBULATIONS. 
Every pleasant thing in life has its disagreeable 
phases, and mnsic is no exception to the general rule. 
To be able to sing or play well is one of the greatest 
Hires i ife, and where one has not the gift f j '>*- 
Bonal performance, they have the gratification of enjoy¬ 
ing mnsic from others. But for all this enjoyment one 
must pay by being subjected to many things musical that 
are harassing and vexatious. _ ... 
But, perhaps, the height of misery will he met when 
one sets out to teach music. While you may meet many 
pleasant and considerate people; you will learn that 
many more are cranky and worrisome; There are dose- 
fisted ones who try every means to. grind you down in 
prices. There are those who never pay for anything if 
they can, by any means, get -oat of it. There are those 
who - ii J th ii to ldr ' lave . rad rfal t lent, i ben 
yon know they are stupid. Then there are the Mazy 
pupils who never practice from one lesson to another. 
Then there are careless pupils who are forever striking 
false notes that grate on your nerves. Then there Ib the* 
pupil,who is doing niotely, and whose work pleases yon, 
who suddenly quits taking lessons,—perhaps to try a 
rival teacher, because he is cheaper. And so, these apd 
innumerable other worriments bring the poor teacher in 
Sorrow to an early grave. 
What shall we do? Why, do the beBt we can, a 
j make the most of life. If we are bored with poor mus 
live in anticipation of the good we will hear later < 
If we mast practice scales and exercises; congratul 
ourselves on the fact that theyg^tasMor better and mi 
enjoyable things. If we meetMIisagreeable things; as 
teachers, comfort oursel ves with the fact, that each day 
has- i|s compensations and pleasures, as well as its Dett~ 
annoyances^—^usical Messenger. V . 
- ’ : - 
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LETTERSTO TEACHERS. “ Will you kindly, through the Etude, advise’some 
studies to be taken up after Guriitt’s Album is com- I ■ pleted. Something preparatory to Ktiklau and Glem- 
by w. s. b. mathkws. ■ !' . , m rork has by robert Schumann. 
with more advanced pupils.”—Thinker. ( _____ 
‘ The publisher of the Etude has now in preparation a Give your early attention to the compass of the human 
“ I would like to have lome information about how to co]iection 0f studies, selected out of all the best works of voice in its four principal registers! Make a study of it, 
begin with a small pupil that does not know the hrst .... .... , ... . , , . 3 , 
principle of music; a pupil about seven years of age.— this class, giving m each the very cream, together with especially in the choirs; examine m what intervals lie 
E. V.” suitable annotations for teaching, and the Mason system its highest powers, and in what others the effect of ex- 
explained in its application to the grade. When the third pression—soft and tender—is to be sought for.' Listen 
In my Twenty Lessons to a Beginner I have devoted book is finished, or the second part of the second grade, to folk-songs, the Bongs of the people; they are an inex- 
an entire book to this question. In the main I think the this will be the book you want. There is no one book haustible mine of beautiful melodies, which give you an 
principles are there, although I might have explained 0£ studies which is satisfactory in this grade. Perhaps idea of the different nations. Familiarize yourself with 
the Tonic Sol-fa features better. In general, however, Berens opus 79, Bertini opus 187, LoeBchhorn opus 84, the tone and character of various instruments; accuBtom 
I may say that there are three ways of beginning with book II, or Duvernoy’s School of Mechanism opus 120, your ear to distinguish the color and style which is pecu- 
such a pupil as you describe. I may characterize them will come as near as anything. No one of them is com- liar to each. Do not neglect to go and hear good operas, 
according to their central concept as the Notation pletely satisfactory by itself; a combination from all Have respect for what is old, but take a warm interest in 
method,-the Keyboard method, and the Inner Musical would" be much better. The studies in these books are what is new. Eschew any prejudice against names which 
method. (1) The notation is that which you find in all all of the second and easier part of the third grade. are not yet popular. Do not judge of the merit, of the 
instruction books, nearly. The pupil is expected to be ...... . , . - , composition after having heard it only once; that which 
taught certain facts about the staff and notes, a very few coming good or even fa;r]y gootf pifiyer8 who cannot Pleaaea at first ®ght« perhaps, is not what is best. The 
about the keyboard, and at once put to playing exercises, keep correct time in simple music and who strike dis- great masters claim especial study. Many things will 
or more properly little pieces, from noteB. Little or no cords without seeming to know it ? I have, some such become clear to you only when you have attained to a 
instruction is given concerning touch, and the playing pupils and have urged them to count steadily, like the mature, age. In judging new compositions first see 
is regulated by, the eye through the notes, and never accenting emphatically, but have not been venr success- whether they are works of art or things written simply 
through the ear.- This is the way a pupil goes to work foi with them. Can the trouble be remedied in some for the amusement of amateurs. Take up the defense 
in all the instructiihi books modelled after Richardson. way?7’ s. m. e. of the first, but do not let the others be to you a source 
(2) The keyboard methqd supposes that the pupil'has The best education in-meter and rhythm that I know of-irritation. 
already a certain aptitudefor music, singing or whistling 0f js Mason’s Exercise in Graded Rhythms, of which Never lose an opportunity of playing with other peo- 
melodies by ear, etc., and at Once places the hand on y<ju will find many examples in his new books of Scales pi®* Duets, trios, quartets, etc., are the best of practice; 
the keyboard, making musical “ crystals,” if I may call and Arpeggios. The graded rhythms occupy the very they improve your style of playing, and impart to it life 
them so, out of certain elementary1 %ur6's, by applying beginning of both books. It is the same principle as and color. To accompany singers is very good. If every 
meter, rhythm, accent, etc., and varying the touch, published long ago in the Mason Technics, exercise 275, artist insisted upon playing first violin, it would beim- 
force, and changing the chord from time to time, accord- Beginning in slow quarters, counting one to each, at the possible to organize an orchestra. Let the position of 
ing to a system which is so easy to remember that the rate of about 72 or 84, he plays once through with a each musician be respected. You may be attached to 
smallest child will take it in. This is the Mason Bystem very heavy touch ; then with a heavy accenting touch, 
of technic, and it stands wholly apart, and unlike any but not quite so heavy between the accents ; from this, 
other system whatever, in so far as I am informed. The without breaking the measure, he takes eighth notes, two 
entire method of beginning in this system is from a key- to each count, playing not so heavily, but accenting 
board concept. “ My problem,’ ’ the teacher is supposed forcibly; play this four times; then without breaking the 
to say, “is to make the pupil play music, to which end measure double again, playing sixteenths, still lighter 
he must first, or as soon as possible, get the mastery of than before, but with a heavy accent; after playing this 
the keyboard.” There is a radical difference between four times, double yet again, playing 32d notes, eight 
this method of beginning and that in which the pupil is to each count, very light, but with a strong accent, 
made to play a large lot of five-finger exercises and paiss- The counting goes on aloud, and with uniform steadi- 
age forms, such as those in the Tausig system (which ness. -At first you need not take the last doubling, be- 
Tausig himself never practiced, I am told). In the latter cause it is rather difficult, but stop with the third grade, 
the concept is not so much keyboard as mechanical hand- Another way of bringing the pupil to a consciousness of 
concept,—such and such combinations of fingers being measure is for you to cause them to listen while you 
the inner nature of the thought. Mason regulates all his play strongly marked measures of a dance movement, 
changes of chords ejte., by tonal concepts, but by a system requiring the pupil to count the measure after having 
of permutations- which places the theoretical musical first listened without counting. You will probably find 
considerations in the background. (3) By the inner that you do not accent with sufficient clearness for the 
musical method, I mean such a method as devoted the pupil to be certain how often the accent occurs. Another 
entire earlier time of the first three or four terms of help will be to play four-hand with them, requiring them 
lessons to developing musical percepts and concepts, and to count the time aloud. The long and the short of it is 
only a small part of the time to playing exercises, anjL "that in this point and in the other which I will presently 
those more for quality than for execution properly so take up, the root of the trouble is in the defective ear, 
called. I fancy that my friend, Mr. C. B. Cady, has or unawakened self consciousness, of the pupU. You are jf3=2 
one of the best, or the best, method of thia kind that has to gain yonr points bj educating the ear, and if for the teem the thoroughly developed musician and bring a 
been produce#. If he ever succeeds in perfecting the next ten weeks you address yourself to this part of the more just recognition of the value of his services. _ 
explanation of his method, and finishes the exercises he musical education during at Ieast hair ^ —It-might be well for tfoit yroung lady who, desiring to 
is at work upon, he will make, I have little doubt, one lessons, the pupil will be greatly the gainer. What you reflecUhaTa mastery of the scfentific^epartmentfof’the 
of the best elementary books that has ever been made have to bring out in the time is the measure, the accent, work will require as great an application eand mental 
for children. My Twenty Lessons occupy an intermediate and the division of units, two or more tones to a unit, development as are required for a like mastery of other 
ground, being in part of the latter and part of the second which will presently bring you to the just apportionment 8C1wCj8* *. . , . 
, Te „ ._, „ _ . .r .. .. . ,3t_ 6 3 J We do not mean to deter any from the study of this 
kind. If a teacher will carry out the directions, the of time-values in rhythms. , science and art, any more than we would deter them 
results will approve the work ; so I judge from the many As for producing discords without knowing it;4his is from the study of other arts and sciences, but simply to 
testimonials that have reached me from practical teachers a case of inattention of ear, or perhaps preoccupation call attention to the fact that the word music covers an 
who hare used it If I Lad to doit over Iwoold improve elsewhere.*, that the ear does not take conseioosnes. 
the application of Mason s system, by introducing his of the sound of the music produced by the fingers. As should not anticipate an easy mastery of musical knowh 
DEVELOPMENT OF MUSICAL TASTE AND 
^ JUDGMENT. 
THE SOIENOE OF MUSIC, 
‘ Ifo . 'ill: mm. 
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LETTERS TO PUPILS. self, stumbling into all manner of faults, both positive wings, when a limp and exhausted little specimen of 
- , and negative, faults of . commission, and faults of omis- humanity w&s driven away from the piano stool, and sent 
IHX s. VAX CLEVE. sion; then to set yourself up as an instructor of so diffi- out to play. This was an entirely new experience in this 
much, and think of making it iny cnlfc aQd so exalted an art as/music, for^you will have poor child’s path. The battle was won however. After 
fiot feel qertain that it is best for .but one alternative, ignominious failure for yourself this practicing was an exciting contest with time, 
u giye me any hints that will help where the public is intelligent, and, on the other, band, “ Could she do so much so many times without a mis- 
^wor^^teaching asmuch as°the a 6ncceaa which will do damage and mischief where the take before the hour was over,” was the question,.and a 
l should, andxl do not know if the public is not intelligent. What Lowell says about the most interesting one, even though, as a rule, the clock 
me or not. YStftT do love muBic originality of Keats is a truth of universal application came, out ahead. 
BY JOHN S. VAN OLEYE, 
I like music very ri , m ««“»■ n u n y , x  n n  
life work. But I do^pp c in
me to do so. Can yo gi  , , , h | 
me to decide this question rightly ? I feel that one should 6uccess which will do damage and mischief where the 
have a “ call ” to the work ofHeaching as much as the ...... . * , T „ , , ,. . 
minister of the gospel Pn , 18
“ call ” has come to k s
most dearly, and feel as if I should nevqr be satisfied among art-workers, “A man who has no past will have 
unless I make music my life work. \°-B- f- no future.” With even the best help from dead books,. 
To^C. B. F.—You ask if you have a call xo^teach even in this age of many books, cheap and good, you 
music. You are right in the supposition that one shbajd^ must have the vitalizing influence, and the reciprocal 
have such a sense of special personal fitness, but as to illumination of [the teacher’s mind. It is difficult to 
whether you, individually, possess it or not, no .one can gaugethe full amount of effect which is wrought upon a 
decide for you, any more than any friend can tell a susceptible pupil by a gifted teacher. Chance phrases, 
yobng man whether he is called to the ministry. Much significant inflections of the voice, movements of in- 
mischief has been done in the church by well-meaning, spired performance by the teacher enter into the pupil’s 
but; short-sighted people, who have urged incompetent permanent musicatiervor, and often are the-mpst vital 
persons into ministerial work, where they flounder and part of the instructional)utlasting and outliving all that 
struggle all their lives, with; a. sense of dissatisfaction to is more scholastic or regulari\ 
themselves and :a sense of weariness to their hearers. Third, you ask if instruction which is technically gobd 
The same in a measure is true of music. Thomas Ar- js made better by celebrity on the part^ of the teacher.j 
Here again is a question very hard to answer.. .There 
s,    s  st ill a e Mr^ Parsons, by his valuable suggestions, in regard to 
even the best help fro  dead books,, keeping a record of all work done, has shown us how to 
f a  s, c ea , put every pupil into the way of practicing with interest, 
talizi i fl e ce, t r i r l and when we use these suggestions and Dr. Mason’s sys- 
le teac er’s i . It is iffic lt t tem of accent's we are able to make even scale practice 
m t ff t i  i  t absorbing and therefore profitable. - s . 
>y 0 ifto t r. a ce r s s, If a pupil already knows the Scales but can play them 
ps f t ice, e e ts f i - only slowly or in a stumbling manner, a good plan is to 
e by t e teae er e ter into t e pupil’s arrange a page in the practice book something like 
ufi , t  t  o t it l this:— x 
nold, thp great English master of Rugby, says that “ a  
SCALE OP E THROUGH POUR OCTAVES. 
teacher is born, not made,” this aphorism, of course, 
being aq. adaptation of the famous saying of Horace, 
“ The.poet is born, not made; ” but fortunately for the 
World, for' every poet created, there are a hundred 
scholars, for every creative genius in music there are a 
hundred teachers, and if what you say be literally true, 
that you love music dearly, and that you feel that a life 
without it will be unsatisfactory to you, then I am in¬ 
clined to say, yes ; go ahead, be a musician and a teacher 
of music, if you have one other qualification, the power j 
of self-sacrifice, and the enduring of pain in the present j 
are such things in ^he world as people of sterling merit 
who are not widely known, and vice nersd thosefifmjor 
or of shallow gifts who are widely known, but with evfery 
year it becomes more difficult for a charlatan to succeed, 
at least permanently, and more difficult for a man of 
real gifts to remain in obscurity. Had Schubert lived in 
the last quarter "of the nineteenth century instead of the 
first quarter, he would not have gone, to his grave with 
a mass of manuscript which he never heard. Certainly, 
the intrinsic quality of the teaching is the one import¬ 
ant point, but that is difficult to decide upon, and it is 
for the sake of a future good; the power of doing what at least nine chances in ten that a teacher who is emi- tt- -w i. . . , 
St. Paul calls crucifying the flesh. You must subjugate \ nent, or at least has a permanent reputation, deserves it. . * ft * t • ,, J ln euc me re sugges^ 
all frm>loM, shallow, sdflsh, a„4 sonsnal leadeaoios if Agai’n, iu a lower ^ t|,e oame of a teacher is an en- 1"“'Y “ote8 5 “ f r%a« he- 
yoa would be a musician worthy of the name. dorsemeut for the student, and you may as well avail for®golnS h’h an c very comp e on of a y 
, ’ J J , making a mark opposite the quarter note and Upder the 
Will the editor of The Etude give me some hints as yonrself of this additional lustre. My i vice to you, if p_oper t;me 8ignature. When the blocks oppositejhe 
to my private musical studies ? I received a few lessons you purpose making music an earnest study, and especi- ^arter note8 are filled the scale ha8 been ,a ed twe^L 
SYcive^most oTmv studv ^ ifc a busi°eS8’ is,t0 d° ?XaCtly a8 other Pe0‘ times. This is then to be repeated, but with this differ¬ 
ed £eto r pl« d° «*'6Very mtellectnal P*™1* 5 Set fr<?m ence, that now there should be two notes to each pulse, 
more to pieces? Is it possible for me to make a good whatever hpnest source you can, if necessary borrow it; wbjje ^be blocks opposite the two eighth notes are filled, 
musician of myself by( studying without a teacher? five hundred, a thousand, fifteen hundred, two thousand This wiU take twenty repetitions of the scale. Sixty 
^ bat1“tether o^of^oiVon^who d°llarS’ accordinS to the natare of the caae’ and S° repetitions of the scale will be necessary to fill the next 
gives ?he b“ t Sf instruclions, but is not widely known, sPend U’ not recklessly but prudently, in study under r0^ of biocks, and twenty-four more to fiU the last row, 
so long as I have good instruction ? m. a. m. some eminent master. Many a man has graduated from making in all one hundred' and twenty-four repetitions, 
t» it a m _Vv,hi lotted onhioins iVirmo rliotinot Ws nniversity heavily clad with the armor of debt as a but with so much variety in rhythm that eadftform is in- 
preventivC-mgainst indolence and. extravagance, has tere8ting. what should be done next? ^higher degree 
 t  i  it i l   t   
,^-What special advantage Tfould it be to me if I take les- 
ons i‘: some celebraft j teacher r of n f one ho 
gives th >est of ... str ic iopi. b it is >*»: wit el. kno n 
 . . . 
To M. S. M.—Your letter contains three distinct 
questions which I will take up in order. First, as to 
i’ ivi n of pr :e time between music ar echinal 
matters : my custom with all my piano pupils is to begin 
while yet cool and scarcely warmed to your task, with 
the dry mechanism. * Continue this for a little while till 
i begins to gh • and warm into life m i r the conce tra 
tion of your mental light. Then take up your new music 
and study very slowly, analytically and attentively with 
c aeh * md separ tely, till’i . lodera e deg r< of i srfec 
tion is reached. After which you may practice the hands 
together. Finally, casting off all shackles of reflection 
and breaking down the thorny hedge of analytical 
entered his profession, and in a few years has not only 
filled up the cavity of debt, but reared a respectable 
structure of possession on the positive side. There is 
no more risk in educating yourself muscially, than in 
“any other branch of professional work. 
A HUT IN EEGAED TO SCALE PEAOTIOE. 
BY MAY M. RODGERS. 
of speed attained with this scale, or the same table re¬ 
peated with a different scale will depend on the needs of 
the pupil. Whatever is to be done, hpwever, should be 
given to him definitely^ and he should keep a record of 
all as he works. For more advanced pupils longer and 
more difficult rhythms should be given, and both major 
and minor scales practiced in canon form. Oneoessen- 
tial thing to the interest of each task assigned is that it 
should fie hard enough to compel attention and effort, 
and yet stop short at the point where discouragement 
would be caused. Here one must not only, know the When I think of a small and restless child that I well l ca se , il r e st t l   t  
thought, rush, free, buoyant, and exultant, through the knew taking but one lesson a week and practicing two present attainments of the pupil, but his character also, 
music, employing it as a buttress*of your own nature in hours a day on that lesson, usually one of the “ amuse- for to some minds, energetic and ambitious, nothing is 
its thbn heightened and excited state. Through these ments ” in Richardson’s New Method, I still feel sorry more stimulating than an almost insurmountable diffi- 
two later stages of analytic practice and emotioHal play- for the poor little-maiden letting her tears “ doun fa ” culty, while to others, timid and nervous, anything much 
ing, you must take both your new music and all your on her fingerB and the keys. She loved music but there beyond present ability has an undulyidepressing effect, 
old music. Never let your repertoire die out. Very was not much music in her rendering of those “amuse- Ip each case, however, a definite plan of work and a 
few compositions which are worth studying at all are of ments,” and she hated keeping still. If it were only careful record of what is accomplished should not be 
temporary value, and if you have to learn a piece for possible to work hard and get done, as one could fio in neglected. , 
the nonce, forget it aB soon as you can, keeping both other studies, there would have been some pleasure in The practice of scales in rhythmical forms corrects 
brain and time Open for the storing-away and frequent it,, but the clock moved at the same slow old pace no faults of many kinds, giving crispness and firmness to a 
enjoyment of imperishable masterpieces. matter how hard she studied. But she was mistaken, wH'kk, nerveless touch, lightness to a heavy one, and 
Second, you ask if it is possible to become a good xnusi- as she found when coming to the scale of C minor and curing inattentive and stumbling habits, while in th 
cian without a teacher. Yes and no. If you absolutely can- decided to follow the advicf, given, “to play the ’ scale endeavor to make the accent clear the ability to diserin 
not obtain good instruction and yet love music, I would over twenty-five times in succession without a mistake.” iaate in the use of finger power is attained. Indirect 
say cultivate it, even though hampered, for th® old adage, Hers was something definite to lie dons and she setj oat an even tonsil is also-ac^uired^as no accent can be mm 
“A half loaf is better than none,” might be expanded, to do it, but did not succeed at first. Twenty:four timeB nized unless it stands fiufeififiontrast to notes of 
t 
i 
% 
and I might say even a crumb of pure musical happiness was done more than once, but in the excitement of each volume. '-Hie teacher may lie helpful here by 
is worth gathering up if one cannot secure a feast, close approach to victory little hands were sure to trem- to hear a scale, exercise or arpeggio playh 
But if you wish to become a professional musician, it ble, little fingers to falter, and a mistake would spoil all. suclTeyway that he can tell what' the rhyth 
Ill 
is both nonsenical and criminal to flqunder along by your- j But what ailed the clock? The hours had passed on I does not know what to expect. 
■.'ft i i i;- .-y.'-, /ifti'i;'I":;.ft.-i';-'.ftft ;i "-v.'-g'-:ftl; ftf? A-.'ftft ;• ftV - ftift ff'ftftft-'' ftt ^;; - ■ ~ ;-ft'. ft ft; ft V ft : ft-1; “'y; r. ft : ft f :ft ■ ft" \ft ft, - ,:ift;.vlo:v:i'.ft.ftftiIiiftftft;bftiftfft,:-ftftfift;:' 
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PIANO TEACHING II ITS ELEMIITAEY 
STAGES. 
hand he must then proceed to learn the notes. As object 
teaching is the most effective, these will be most readily 
learned from the beys themselves. Teach, then, the 
keys and their names. Explain here the distinction be¬ 
tween treble and bass on the piano, then explain that 
printed notes are similarly distinguished by the signs at 
the beginning of the lines. Thus it is easy to impress 
the differem 3 w< i the clefs. L great 1 take is 
WISDOM OP MAST, 
To hit the mark one must have a mark to hit.— Thomas 
Tappet. V——-j 
Teachers will never attain anything solid and complete 
if they are in themselves hollow and imperfect.—G. S. 
Ensd. 
There Is a vast difference between studying mmsic and 
merely learning to play a few pretty pieces. Which are 
you doing ?—F. R. W. 
Whenever we see a professional man forever speaking 
against others of the same profession, we set him down 
as one who does not stand on firm ground. 
A player or singer who has not a knowledge of har- 
mony, knows little or nothing about music, and should 
not, under any circumstances, be looked upon as a 
musician. ’ ' 
Ther^is no teaching until the pupil is brought into Ike 
same state or principle in which yea are; a transfusion 
takes place—he is you, and you are he; there is a teach- 
ing.—Emerson 
The musician, in spite.of the many pianoforte strum- 
mers and musical acrobats who usurp this title, is a ver¬ 
itable priest, holding only to the safe dogmas of nature, 
giving us laughter in our joy, tears ia our sadness,, filling 
our hearts with divine love to all creation.—Marshall 
Hall. 
The true teacher must have the faith of martyrs. * 
* * * The solid results, the building up of character, 
the creative power of motives, become evident only, in 
the work of a lifetime in the wider circle of the world. 
Hence the power- of the teacher, like the invisible and 
?! t force of ature, is nl e bl r< ili < d. - 8w - . 
I fcl i .0 i si*• say that the tw > jr sate * hindrances 
to a high, healthy development of piano-players are pro¬ 
crastination and haste. The putting off of the study of 
music till the literary studies are nearly finished, and the 
feverish ambition for .sudden fame, ruins many talented 
minds.—"}. B. Cady. 
Every profession is now well supplied with its own spe¬ 
cial line of reading, both in books and magazines. These 
are essential to a progressive work, 
BY MISS LEILA WILSON. 
The great difficulty m writing upon the • subject of 
“ Piano ^Teaching in its Elementary Stages ” is to find 
something that will be beneficial and interesting. The 
first question that presents itself to us all is *£ At what age 
shall a child begin to study Music?” Hitherto the 
opinion very widely received has been that the earlier a 
child is placed at the piano the better for its musical 
education. In support of this view we hear it urged 
that the child thus preserves the flexibility of the fingers, 
acquires a correct position of the hand, and becomes so 
thoroughly acquainted with musical notes and musical 
forms as to become soon a rapid reader, but for every 
pm we have a corresponding con. We think we shall 
lose nothing in granting that flexibility and correct posi¬ 
tion are acquired, bat we hope to show that rapid read¬ 
ing is not as desirable as it may appear. In the ease of 
think of music only in that clef. After this, to hiB sur¬ 
prise, be is nshered into exercises in the bass clef. He 
is then given time to forget the treble, and renews his 
acquaintance with it after a long estrangement. You 
can all see how much valuable time is lost in following 
mtthis method. 
It is now time, and of importance to the pupil that 
the teacher should impart a clear idea of rhythmical 
formation. Rhythm in a general sense means the divi¬ 
sion or measure,of time. In music it has three different 
applications. 1st, It expresses the relative duration or 
value of notes, their particular accent, and the different 
movements or tempo of a piece. 2d, An even division 
of tjme is called rhythm. 3d, Music is written in phrases, 
sen es me periods d an; of h se n y l calle 
a rhythm. To teach the relative value of Motes, it is 
well to teach by comparison^ following the common 
sense method of proceeding from the known to the 
unknown. Compare, the whole notes, half notes, etc., 
with something with which the pupil is familiar—a 
dollar, a half dollar, a quarter, and so on; thus impress¬ 
ing the: value of each and its equivalent in terms of the 
, other. 
The next step is to teach the different kinds of time. 
After this is done, show the pupil the important places 
in the measure, let him Bee that these should be particu¬ 
larly marked, and so give him the idea of accent. Now 
that , the pnpil has acquired a "knowledge of the rudi¬ 
ments—that is, clefs, notes, time,'and so on, we can be¬ 
gin to think of teaching hinria scale; In the earliest 
stages of learning the piano, scale-playing of any sort is 
a positive hindrance to progress. During tfais- period so 
much of the pupil’s attention is needed for learning the 
first principle of notation, five-finger exercises, time, and 
fingering, that np effort should he made to direct the 
mind to any other department. We should be certain 
that the fingers have gained a good deal of freedom and 
independence—through the study of five-finger exercises 
and pieces—before we attempt to teach them a scale. 
The difficulty in playing scales is found in two points: 
the acquisition of evenness of strength in all the fingers, 
and the faculty of passing the thumb under the hand in 
such a manner that no jeriring is at all perceptible. The 
study of scales is often began without a proper prepara¬ 
tion ; exercises for the thumb and for making all fingers 
thoroughly independent should be mastered before a 
pupil is allowed to touch a scale. It should be remem- 
her power of mind to interpret. She began music when 
very young, has great natural talent, has advanced so 
rapidly that at the age of fourteen she.reads with ease 
such pieces as, Chopin’s Waltzes and Nocturnes. -It is 
needless to remark that these pieces are far in advance 
of the m ical e m prehen i 1 possible to h of lei 
years, nor has she the execution suitable for them. 
In a word, she is unevenly developed. It would 
have been much better for her had she been kept 
ay appear ) dull as t ’> the acher to wond it 
th« confidence n nr music &] ibilitj was rot misplaced 
The reason lies in the-fact that it is Merely a sensuous 
faculty; it is nothing more than -correct hearing, and 
has no connection with mind 5 whereas true music can¬ 
not be divorced from mind, .and mental activity must 
begin as soon as the study of music begins. It is this 
necessary mental work which is most wearying to one 
with a quick ear. It is so hard to make'the fingers obey 
what the ear does not dictate, and the ear finds no satis¬ 
faction in transferring the printed notes to the piano 
keys. -Hence for a long time it is drudgery, and added 
to this mental drndgery there is physical discomfort. 
With back unsupported, arms extended, and eyes aching 
-with the continued effort to read meaningless notes, how 
i much misery that child endures! No wonder the prac¬ 
tice-hoar is dreaded and looked upon in many instances 
as a ta- to b< shirked if < )ssible. ' 
The next question that presents itself to us is “ What 
is the best method to be employed in teaching begin¬ 
ners?” Let us suppose the pnpil knows nothing what¬ 
ever about music. The first thing to be done is to 
acquire the power of using the fingers in a perfectly free 
and easy manner. The way to accomplish this is for the 
teacher to see that the pupil practices slowly from the 
beginning. In no'othCr way can a pupil gain perfect 
... >1 et the mt cles of th hai < f rapid Jtions 
One who has no 
love ft I hook loses on half of he orl 1 s best 
thought,.* great i llectu 1 pie sure l 1 a sourci of 
tnstrudtion and delight—J7. A, Smith. _ \ 
—While Turner, the great painter, was engaged upon 
. ne * •' h s immort il vort s, a lad of ra lk, 1< okinj on, 
remar ed But, M I’nrner I do n t se in nat re all 
< — *-* depict ther ‘-Ah ac m, an ,d the 
Spurgeon. painter. 
The- teacher who surrenders himself with entire love 
and^self-sacrifice to Ms scholars is the true artist. The 
scholar, whether as a practical magician or as'an-art- 
loving dilettante, may thank him not only for a correct 
mechanical technique, but also for a right direction in 
the way-of intellectual culture.—Plaidy. ■ 
/ \i :;.i 'fit''' to :p \..y. ; .. •. fi 
Let no one say the moral effects of music are small 
or insignificant. That domestic and long-suffering in¬ 
strument, the piano, has probably done more to sweeten 
exist* ni *, an 5 bring : eac * an 1 h ip jin< s to fa nilie 3 in 
general and to young women ia particular, than all the 
homilies on the domestic virtues ever yet penned.—H. R. 
Hawies. 
This is our mission in life: To cause good music to be 
heard in the land. And it is the mission of mnsic to 
ALBAIFS ADVICE, 
strengthened and-moved upon ’ey s power refining and 
ennobling —the power of goc 1 music.— Teffers. 
Cultivate the faculty of absolute attention, a mental 
concentration that is complete in form and instantaneous 
in action ; the ability to focus the whole spiritual being, 
intellectual and emotional, into a “white-heat’tofever, 
under a sort of “ life-or-death ” feeling of respdnsibility, 
Mme. Albant, in answer to a request for advice^ to 
young singers, gives an outline of her own musical 
training, which began when she was four years old, and 
had advanced to such a- point when she was ev-li -yv 
of age that she could read and play at sight all the 
principal works of Beethqyeny Mozart, Haydn, Handel 
and all other 1 sr She c rs it of great, 
impc 5ance that ■ - child wl posse see a talent fdf 
music s! >e made familiar, as soon as possible, with 
the w< the best masters,- that the highest ideal of 
true music n 
AUU*\ 
Imm 
mth a Description and Lemon % ' B&FC&F©!!© o 
CHAS. W. LANDON. "* W. LE HACHE. 
ID)©§©3Pi|!>pi©Ms This composition,so beautiful in melody and rich in harmony, is intended to rep¬ 
resent the sailor hoy In Ms dreams.He hears the music ef his home, the church with its organ and 
chimes, and with it all is a suggestion ©ff tile rolling* waves of the sea.The theme of this composition is 
■grees o£ mils. 
5 
with increasing-power as the fingers approach its upper note. Composers are supposed to have 
s a wayey 
correct amount of tone. A direct vertical stroke gives out a dry and mechanical sound while the above 
described.touch will bring" out one that is bell-like,clear, pure and sweet which is the character of 
tone demanded by this part of th£ piece.lt may be said in passing*, that the character of a passage 
decides the. kind of a touch demanded, and here we can see the art-value of instruction from a mas¬ 
ter. Chromatic chords generally call for emphasis. See measures 8,7, 9,10,etc.,but in the third beat 
are a section, and each four measures a phrase,with the climax-ol the phrase on its xourtnmeasure. 
The first and second measures are not considered in the above remarks on sections and phrases . 
Tempo rubatb calls for the quickening of the time when approaching climaxes with a corresponding 
ritarding of time on nuances*, in each instance it is a gradual quicker and quicker or slower and slow¬ 
er, by degrees. The pedal markings should he strictly followed,(this mark showing exactly where to 
press and release it, i__i) remembering that the foot is to be used with, as delicate a skill as the 
hand. The checking off the pedal must be so accurately done'that a legato is preserved,yet with pure 
' ' mm.m!m. .. 
.   
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ALBUM OP SO PORTRAITS 
Portrait 31 ©.SIR By A. RUBINSTEIN, Op. M Edited^ fingered and annotated % 
cjET'm mm&Mmd* 
on. Eirst, & summer garden in the moonlight,Where we hear the hum 
of the insects, and can almost see the shimmering of-the moonlight 
among the leaves;.then a boat-ride down the river, the silvery .tones 
of a little chapel hell coming out on the breeze to them; not the . 
church-hell of our country, with its loud ringing peal, hut one of 
those tinkling, silvery,0-reek chapel hells which may he heard -in 
every square mile of all the vast realmofBussia. Later,we heard the 
organ and a few measures of a priest’s chant and, by the way, the 
first few not.es are taken literally from the Hebrew chant which 
is still used in those 0-reek churches. Then the char actor-melody 
reappears with an accompaniment, and the melody closes with ' 
the organ-music up the stream, which evidently left its imprep - 
& io on t - Edward Mossier Perry. 
Kamennoi-Ostrow is the name of a famous 'fashionable watering- 
place not far from St. Petersburg, a sort of Bussian Sffiratoga.Bhbin- 
stein,who was court pianist to the Bus si an Emperor, naturally 
spent a number of his summers at this pleasant place.A collection 
of his compositions containing twenty-four pieces are all named 
for the place, and all purport to be tone-portraits of the famous 
personages whom he met during his sojourn. The subject of this 
piece is a German lady in whom the composer evidently took great 
interest at the time of writing. It is peculiarly constructed. The 
lyric melody appearing in the left hand may be supposed to out¬ 
line the ladyk character. Then, as a background for the<picture,he 
sketches scenes in which the acquaintance was begun and carried 
Mod©Fffl1to. M.M. J its to 
PIL&KT©. 

M 
issi 
a. *ne upper <u$ must De more pronounced man me r ^ in me uass. xne exieci is max 01 a iuuumg^ ueu as 
tained organ like movement. The measures of quarter note runs are to be of the same duration as those of c 
the end note of each run to fall on the instant that the accent is due for the firstdifat of the next measure. 

essasmr »gwi 
EBSfcSie? 
should bear in mind that the left hand fingers chords in ascending- the same as the right haiid in desc 
4th finger of either hand is used on intervals of 3rds and the 3rd finger of either hari'd'-is used upon 
4th.If pupils were only instructed scientifically from the outset, and had braifis enough to profit by the i 
finger marfcs would not be required. 
Kamennoi~Ostrow .8. - ' . .; 
s».-i 
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s'^Bia^tm'.musssm aaagggMtiBPM1""**"-jb ibb 
»<sh.j'ujb_' 
® m hii£:js*«fi 
r>«Hbiw:jmaEJ 
u.>mteR^< 
8 The most important principle in finhering- is to avoid all unnecessary twisting' and turning: of the hands.1] 
as many keys in one position as possible.Tlie above fingering" inay seem awkward for smaikbjpndrsj but smai 
ought to be stretched even -more than large.: ones'.There is. In these days more plane-pot^diog than legitima 
$l(ifying.The*plan© can■not be made to sing except by correct principle of legato playin^.-':‘' '' ;V k 
.9 The melody must sing: omt clearly against a subornated accompaniment. The Arpeggio., as originally written and 
played by the Composer, ^jas executed by the left hand alone, and the idea was to bring" out the met: dy more pr omi¬ 
nently with the right hand; but, as written above, it is pfactically better adapted to the technical grasp of the majori¬ 
ty of Pianists . /'A 
Mamennoi .. Ostraw 6L . « " . 
tC# This note is frequently repeated by careless players, thereby destroying' the vocal effect ieltJfay the Composer, 
order that the melody may be heard against the accompaniment it is well to observe the Diminuendo a9 the choJ 
ascends. - ■ ‘ • 
Kameimoi-Ostrou s ' i ’ ■ , 
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inis piece is one ox uiose which ma&e greater oemanas on tne expressive powers man om me i-eeju- 
nique. The first part in Ab needs a rich melody tone for the melody^ tooth where it is in the right and in 
the left hand, (see bars .seven and eighty. Equal care must toe given,to make the accompaniment soft and 
properly subordinated in every instance to the ihelody. ‘ , * I 
. (lb) This episode in C minor may toe done either with the wrist or finger staccato— the latter pre- 
iii "li :; i i ■ ■ ' ■; ' ■ ;i:-■■ ■ w ■■■■'’■• : .; V '® I i;'l • " ■ i^- • '■■■■■"' ' ' ' .... 
ferably. . m * 
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Notice the echo-like effect 
Cl) These chords with great delicacy and precision 
Valxe. C. Gurlitt 
FIEST LESSORS TO OHILDBEI, HIMA1D HEI 
Do your best, and wait calmly the result.—Thomas 
Tapper. 
The spirit of a composition is transcendently of more 
importance than the bare notes.—JPresser. 
Practice slowly at first, till ease and facility are gained, 
then bring up to the desired tempo gradually.—Iheodore 
T. Ore : 
Adopt two rules as to concert-going. Go only to the 
best concerts. Learn something when you do go.— 
Thomas ^Tapper. 
Any series of muscular acts may become automatic 
by being performed a sufficient number of times in a 
perfectly correct sequence.—W. S., 11, Mathews. 
To study more than one branch of music at one time 
is an advantage, because the mind, weary with the mo¬ 
notony of one task; finds satisfactory rest in another.— 
Thomas Tapper. 
Parents should n vei show any d - leasure < r impa¬ 
tience with the monotonous piano studies of their chil¬ 
dren—a world of harm can be done by a word thus idly 
uttered.—L. S. 
m Thousands, rain.- their,;- musicals prospects, by.,practicing 
too fast, and therefore too superficially. If you shrink 
from tedious drudgery in music, there is little hope for 
you.—Q. T. Bulling. 
" Listen intently to your instrument while you play, as 
a violinist does to his; it is probable that you will the 
by acquire a singing touch, a beautiful tone, find an < 
pressive style.—T. C. Jeffers. 
Persevere, write, read, think, talk, sing, and play 
time. With your pupils, rap the time, beat it, count it, 
make them feel it. Otherwise they are failures, and so 
are your efforts.—D. Be Fired Urgant, ' ' . ’ 
Do not be a player and nothing else. A prominent 
musician writes, “ A liberal education, viz., outside of 
music proper, is fast becoming a sine, qua non, if one 
would take any high stand in the profession.”—K. 
The formation of habits is 
kept in view whan finger-training- 
nique—is in question. But the less of habit- 
there is in the practice of techniques, the better! 
A:ik. 
If a pupil lack greatly in poetic sentiment, he should 
not be given, too early, a piece in which poetic senti¬ 
ment is the prime factor. Bather let him approach the | representing the five lines of the staff. Upon 
goal by slow degrees, and develop the imagination grad¬ 
ually.—-J7. Oiffiffersi 
With slow practice, a pupil is gaining in strength, and 
strength is necessary for the playing of a pianissimo 
passage. A weak and undeveloped hand can never 
make a perfect pianissimo. It will be insipid and 
characterless; on the contrary, a perfect pianissimo 
is simply strength restrained and controlled.—Flora M. 
Hunter. 
It requires much greater care to preserve the legato 
when accenting than otherwise. Avoid those murderous 
accents produced by lifting the hand at the last note of 
one measure and falling down thud on the first note of 
the nexj. Hold the last finger firmly while the next, 
risfngfand hold it long enough to blend the unaccented 
with the accented tone, and then your accent irsoft, yet 
forcible, and characterizes your rhythm with true ex¬ 
pression.—D. Be Forest Bryant. 
BY PERM® V. JERVIS 
Thebe is a common /impressionthat any teacher is 
good enough for a beginner. Never w’as there a greater 
delusion! The teacher who gives the first lessons should 
have the highest education, ripest experience, and most 
thorough understanding of and sympathy with the child- 
nature. 
The writer believes that highly important preliminary 
training could be done in the nursery. Any close ob¬ 
server of children must have been struck by the delight 
which they Jake in. trying the sounds of different objects. 
The jingling of keys and the various noises by which 
children are amused in the nursery, certainly does not I wbea tbe hand is kept 
tend : ical . ' ” “ ‘ 
plan to surround them with playthings giving a musical 
tone instead of a mere noise? to draw melodious sounds 
from all sorts of objects for them and call their atten¬ 
tion to the different qualities of tone produced ? ■ 
’ Jenny Lind relates that her musical talent first showed 
itself when she was only four years old, by her habit of 
sitting for hours at a time imitating the various sounds 
of Nature which she heard around her. 
All children, even unmusical ones, may have their ears 
cultivated to a certain extent’ 
La la^la, la, lab 1 
This may seem an infantile proceeding, but we are 
dealing with the child mind. 
From the moment the pupil begins at the keyboard, 
the greatest attention should be given to^the ftms-quality 
that he produces, which, as hinted at in the verse, should 
always be one of loveliness. This can, only .bps possible 
w u ;»-••• - .. • , | ,-y in a completely relaxed condition, 
Would it not be a good | and the writer knows of no better meanB of securing 
this than a few minutes daily n .e* of the Teekmeon. 
This practice, however, should be done with the greatest 
caution, and always under the carefnl supervision.of:'-the 
teacher, as the muscles in their' untrained state are ex¬ 
tremely liable to strain. 
Pupils differ so greatly that it is impossible to recom¬ 
mend apy method of inducing steadiness in counting ; 
'the,subject requires, a special article. Wieck’s plan, as 
... ....... ., ,sv; .. outlined in his .“Piano .and. Song,” is an excellent one. 
, . . . . . . ,at 18 often a8snme(i as As soon as the pupil has learned to use the fingers 
lack of musical capacity is really absence of musical pr0perly, the teacher should bend every energy of body, 
culture or stimulus in early childhood. It is most im- raind and 80ul> to laying the foundation of a rfect 
portant that all children should receive a greater or less 8inging legalo. For accomplishing this there is nothing 
amount of musical training m order that they may at better than the fir8t form of the Mason two-finger exer- 
Iq |leaat be of eDJ°yinS maa3c- Perhaps this theory cise> combined with judicions use of the Technicon and 
may seem Utopian, but it could easily be put into prac- yirgir8 Practice Clavier; by means of the latter, the 
tice were the mother at all musical, and it is interesting important habit of thinking before playing will be in¬ 
to speculate upon the effect which such training would sensibly established; no teacher needs to be told how 
have upon the subsequent musical life of the child. difficalt tbat babit is to form. While tbere are 8everal 
The first thing to be accomplished in teaching children very excellent iriltruction-books which are valuable aids 
is to get them interested, this done, to beep them so; to the teacher, the writer uses none with the pupil, 
the successful teacher never loses sight of this fact; only Children will practice a little study in sheet form, par- 
make the dryest work seem play to them, and it is snr- ticnlarly if .it have some suggestive title, more willingly 
the fact constantly to be prising how much of it they will do. Wieck’s “Piano tban they the same thing in an instruction-book; 
•or any form of tech- and Song,” “ Mathews’ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” they like to feel ^ tbey are playing a little piece . per. 
-routine- and a careful study of the theories and methods of hap8 tbe book snggests drndgery to them ; whatever the 
T. Froebel’B Kindergarten system, will give the teacher reason the fact remains. 
very valuable hints in this direction. For a complete system of technic which is applicable 
Every one has a different method of teaching the to the younge8t pupil, nothing surpasses that of Dr. 
notes. The writer uses a toy ladder with five rounds, Wm. feason. In conjunction with this the pupil should 
1 be given short, pleasing, and progressively graded pieces, 
rounds, or in the spaces between them, are placed col- wbieb muBt be thoroughly taught, a point too often 
ored counters representing the notes. At a later stage neglected. 
the sides of the ladder may be used to illustrate the bars The of thj8 article forbid a farther d;8cn88;on of 
which divide the staff into measures, and the derivation points 8Ugge8ted by it8 titie . a few worda in conclusion 
ofjhe word scale from the Latin, scala, easily ex- may not be amiss. Children are close and shrewd ex¬ 
plained. servers, often taking one’s words with a literalness that 
At first the pnpil should be taught notes in the treble ia amuBing) therefore in teaching great clearness and 
clef only; after he is perfectly familiar with them, the abaolnte accuracy of expression are essential. With 
bass clef follows more easily. young people one must “make haste slowly;” teach 
The value of the notes may be taught by means of a but Qne point at atime and have that thoroughly learned 
wooden cube, composed of eight Smaller cubes, similar before proceeding; avoid confusing the pnpil by too 
to the building blocks used by children. The entire cube many technical terms; teach from effect to cause, not 
represents a whole note, divided in two a half, these ver8&; aim always to keep the pnpil thoroughly 
halves subdivided, a quarter, and later the small cubes interested . to do this, monotonous routine must be 
18 I may be cut to make sixteenths and thirty-seconds. By avoided. finally> 8trive alway8 to makea mu8;cal player> 
this means the comparative value of the notes may be nofc & tecbnical machine. 
clearly shown, without recourse to fractions, which are After aU that ha8 faeen 8a;d> the gift of teaching comeB 
/ays so puzzling to young pupils. fros! above, and can as little be tanght as can the gift of 
The rapidity with which children learn the value of or ma8jc \ 
That universal weakness of humanity for self-indul- the notes and their position on the staff by means of _ y : . \ 
genoe ; in short, that blind partiality for- self, causes these devices, will astonish the teacher who confines him- \ 
even the matured and educated, how much more their self to the usual methods. To comprehend art not as a convenient meatfs^gr 
children, to be self-deceived. We know, instinctively, While this study of the notes is going on, the hand egotistical advantages and unfruitful celebrity, but as a 
in certain instances, that we are not playing correctly, should be given a little training by resting the fore-arm sympathetic power which unites and binds men together; 
and, at the same time, are perfectly conscions that, to do Upon a table, raising the fingers one at a time, and to educate one’s -own life to that lofty dignity which 
it right, necessarily involves an exertion of onr power, allowing them to fall back loosely and without con- floats before talent as an ideal; to open the understand- 
which to the pampered self is a very disagreeable thing; straipt. With very young children this can be made ing of artists to what they should^and can do; to rule 
but we also know how to lull the reason to sleep, and interesting bjr singing to the, first five^notes of.the Beale public opinion by the nobl^«s$^aancy of a higher and 
in this way we permit ourselves to be easily and ridicu- some such rhyme as this, taken with slight alteration thoughtful life; and to kindle and nourish in the minds 
lously self-deceived, We believe, because we want to from Froebel’s “Kose und Matter Lieder ; ” the fig- of men that enthusiasm for the beautiful which is nearly 
believe, that it is thus all right. Oh, delusion I—From ures indicate the fingers which should fall at each allied tcK(h&gopd, that is the task which the artist! as to: 
the German. syllableset before him.'—Liszt. 
* ' . , ’ \ : \ . i .- ff,\, • f-r:-;f yj-Jy'i 
Ques.—1. Will the present studies of scales, octaves, TO ASPIRING PIANISTS AND COMPOSERS. 
chords, passages of thirds and sixths, etc., be useful for - 
the Janko keyboard, or will it be necessary to write an bt henry sohwinq. 
entire diff< ent e of studiei n * this keyboard ? ■- - 
2. What is your opinion of this new keyboard ? I. A Little Incident and its Lesson.—In 1860, 
Teacher and Students. William Vincent Wallace, who appeared before the pub 
Ans.—1. The present octaves and styles of writing be in the threefold capacity as pianist, violinist,. and 
music are exactly adapted for the Janko keyboard, no composer, in company with his wife, also a fine pianist, 
changes are necessary, but some effects can be produced and his sister, a fairly good singer, gave some concerts 
t in Baltimore. Then, as now, singers would volunteer, 
by way of advertising themselves, to sing a solo in some 
Ans.—2. There evidently iB a future for this new key- prominent church, and Miss Wallace offered to sing an 
~ " W«en about rehearsing the 
it cannot be otherwise, but it will be many years before pioce, Mr. Wallace requested the writer, as the organist, 
its use is universal. See Etude,- Dec. 1890, page 189, to play the accompaniment, which I declined. He 
for an elaborate, descriptive article of the Janko key- urged again, saying : “ Organ playing spoils my piano- 
board, also the March number, 1891, page 48, first touch,’,’ to which I replied that I always thought organ 
column. 0. W. L. playing improved the legato of a pianist. “Yes,” said 
Questions anfl ^nswexjs 
Ques.—What met! aid 3 u recommend foi he 
cabinet organ ? 
Ans.—T 5 best ir the cal 1 judg¬ 
ing by its large sales and the many enthusiastic testi¬ 
monials received for it, is Landc ’si iedO. an Method, 
.              iv __ __ _____,,     , W(i., ............... (   
’ ’ on this new keyboard which are impossible on the old, 
Ques.—Please explain the perpendicular mark used for these Mr. Janko has Special exercises, 
between different notes in Heller’s Thirty Select 
Sfeasure'b of Op "5? No. ^and in many other sefectlons I board- Ifc bas 8aeli marked advantages over the old that | offertory atthe cathedral, 
also. " 
Ans.— 1 puncti marks in the Hel¬ 
ler Studies [ for a pause that is felt rather than heard. 
This is fully explained in back numbers of The Etude. 
See The Etude, ’91, page 43, sec l column, 
and the April number, page 76, third column. _ , „ , . ... 
1 ' ' Ques. 1. How can one knov how to use the pedal in quality ol 1 
Ques. 1.—Will you please' answer, through The runs of arpeggios ? • • . inu on the 
Etude, why it is that in writing music, the major third. 1 2. Is Gade*s name pronounced in one syllable? . « ' . 
most, if possible, ascend one degreeY\May the third 8. What is the pronunciation and meaning of “Peer ... 
in no case descendi ' s>£ dbt.d. Gynt’ Suite? 0ften 81 
. . ... , „ , ,.va : 4. In Mendelssohn’s “ Serenade;” Op.48, there iB a lacked in t 
Ans,—f he major third often descends. ^ But the major pagsag6 m&rkmi “ Tutti;”1 is it to be played or omitted I |n nlavinu 
third of the Tonic and also of the dominant most If played, should it be played differently from the -solo - , .?* 
naturally goes to the nearest tone; that is upward id' .part?—I mean so that a listener would know each time can ,ttu 
the fourth of the scale in the case of the Tonic (e. g., E where the “ Tutti” came in ? . stove-pipe- 
. , , . . r 6. Are all the variations in Handels “Harmonious playing?” 
to F), and to the keynote (e. g., B to C) m the case of Blacksmith ” to be played in the same time? Is it a rule jn answ, 
the dominant. J. C. F. for all variations that the theme must always appear in , 
_ T ■ ■ _ , the same time-in each variation, so that the melody to tae Pra< 
Ques. I wish .to find some simple and instructive S0Qn(jg exacUy the Bame each time, no 'matter how the scales, etc, 
as well as interesting pieces for a pupil not yet seven accompan;ment may vary. Subscriber. organ play 
years old, who is about half-way through the first of the ? “ r . ;s 
ten volumes of Kohler’s Piano School. She finds the Ans.—-1. When there are no changes in harmony the bme, whic 
exercises a little difficult, and I wish to have the pieces arpeggio appearing ae arrmorin a series of broken mired “ I 
more simp e. . a. s, — . 8e.aeace8 the pedal should continue to the end. See boards in 
A express n general want, which comes to the introdnetion to No. 9 of Mendelssohn’s Song, with- « 
ns m nil forms daily. Wo are now preparing an edition ont Worda tbe oae tllown a8 „ Consolation.” " key. 
of pieces of the easiest grades, rfeohng them for the., „ The name “ Gade ” is pronounced in two syllables, There a 
star!i j musical qualities and praci- teaching pur- ^ those 
. Tk'l f t0 ko.cnrefnUy annotated, and will be . , "n “’’rl ;smeof T„ El01,s conlain M 8rticle »>«»» »» 
issued m sheet form at mtervaU during the fall and win- on s „ Peer „„ Suite b Ed„ard Baxler Pe ’ yiseis snfl 
t r months, I irthern ire th< .. le es will be es ,, . •. tt a 1 
peeially valuable. from the feet Urn i they are selected by correct M E ,ish honeti(! ,u wU1 ^ u. graphical 
about twenty of the most celebrated teachers and 4 Tbe word mean8 all pBrte sboald be age, it wa 
■■■■ ■ ■ ■■■ played, all instruments of the orchestra, including solo- 
Ques. 2.—Being a music teacher, I was very much in- ists, should play together. Is chorus music, should waa aenfc b 
ter^ted in the article, “ The Weak Points of Teaching,” there be solos, the word “Tutti ” implies the same, that re^Q8ed 
by Fillmore. Will you kindly answer me, through The the soloistB are to s; witll the choru8. ^ea 
Etude, the best method of teaching how to know the c ~ . ri.ah.fpd 
scale by ear. A Subscriber. 6- There 18 no general rule about the tempo of vana- ngntea. 
. m. - , , . ,, , , tions. The tempo is controlled by the general character great mai 
Ans.—The most natural way to learn the scale by . , . .. r T, . u, , ahort nerii 
. , . ,m.. ,, , x , -b- of, each variation. It might be said that there are two pem 
ear is to sing it. lhis cannot be done too early. Young  .... -m i noapr ( 
.... . - , . kinds of variations, formal and characteristic. Formal v 
eacher and Students 
Experience has proven that the composer is not 
nsdallj the finest and most interesting performer of his 
own works, especially of his newest, last created, which 
he cannot yet be expected to master from an objective 
point of view. It is more difficult for a man to discover 
his own ideal within his own heart, than in that of 
another. And should the composer, who needs rest at 
the conclusion of a work, strive at once to concentrate 
his powers on its performance^- his judgment-^—like 
over-fatigued sight that triefi?3a57\Bx itself on one point—- 
would bgcome clouded, if not blind. We have seen 
examples of this when composers have wholly misinter¬ 
preted theiiyown works by such a forced manner of pro¬ 
cedure.—Schumann. 
T USE IS 1« T U 
MeacI|eriS’ gaunm. 
[Teachers are invited to send The Etude short letters on subjects 
of general interest to the profession, such as studio experiences, 
ways of working and practical ideas, but no controversial letters will 
be a »epte i J 
THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMENCING- A a correct position of the hand and using the usual set of 
MtJSIOAL EDTJOATIOH EAELY five-finger exercises, I proceed as soon as possible to thl 
IN LIFE. passing of the thumb under the fingers and the fingers 
——- over the thumb, both in scale exercises and easy ar- 
by j. l. ensign. peggioYpassages, until a correct and smooth manner and 
New Haven, Conn. habit are perfectly established. It is not necessary to 
. .; , —— . ; turner* e all > teps that -•»»* lid t<gul , llo in 
[From an essay before the Connecticut State Music Teachers’ the exact order as they progress ; this must be left to the 
Association.! judgment of the teacher, who, with more or less experi- 
Early childhood is a time of life when everything ence will adapt his proceedings to the character of the 
new and novel possesses great attractions. To a child musical capabilities of the pupil. I will therefore simply 
BY J L. ENSIGN.
e  aven, Conn. 
SOME S KNOWN -- ai s m t auouiu re iariy ion w i  
■ -N\ ..... . . fr :
In reply to the question not infrequently propounded Association.] judg ent of the teacher, who, with ore or less experi- 
tome if I know of anything,.thatmay euse inp ace o rl il i ti f lif r t i  ill t is r i  t  t r t r f t  
the excellent, but somewhat trite sonatinas o dementi e  a (j e[ ssesses r t ttr ti s.  il sical iliti s f t  il. I ill t r f r  si l  
and Kuhlau, I will state that while t ere are numerous mug-icaj inclinations—and this includes a large go over the subjects that should receive all due attention 
excellent works of a similar character y various we - majority*of children—the desire to play on some musical at their right time. Counting time more or less, as the 
knoWn and standard composers, k see nc^ reason or in8trament is very strong. Such a child will plod through pupil shows a perception of regular time periods in the 
discarding Clement! and Kuhlau merely »ecaus.eevery- ^ necessary practice from the beginning to a consider- measure or in a succession of measures. With advanced 
body uses or has used theai, any more t an or discard- a^je degree of advancement without knowing how the pupils I discourage too much counting aloud, excepting 
ing Czerny, Loeschhorn, Heller, Cramer, eta, oi 1 skill was acquired or ever thinking of the drudgery, with some difficult passages that must be worked out, or 
same reason. . ^ Whereas, in after life, this necessary work is often aban- during four-hand playing. Then four-hand playing with 
These meritorious little sonatinas are very use u , ot <Joned| from a lack of patient perseverance or from the teacher or others, which trains the pupil to observe 
in introducing the classical form in a tuneful pleasing disgnst- \ n0t only strict time, but an accurate estimate of the 
way, and for t1 eir technical value ; in which latter re- jt won]^ seem to be useless to argue such a statement various rests as well as to keeping a number of silent 
spect they are peculiarly meritorious, possessing as they as this,.aa it is sufficiently understood that all attain- measures. It also assists in securing a proper regard to 
do such numerous scale and arpeggio passages, and use- mentB Qf the mind or inuBcle are best reached by begin- the style and general effect, which requires a different 
ful and instructive combinatipns in fingering. ning when the mind is plastic and the muscles are skill from the habit of playing quite alone. Training 
It may not be amiss to say just a word in passing, on 8app[e. Yet there-is much that can be said on this pupils who have retentive memories to play without the 
the selection o. t hese sonatinas. The majority of young anhject jn connection with a musical education that will notes. Secure absolute perfection in the valuable sets 
teachers who are accustomed to using part, without have a special application, and will be useful and inter- of Etudes that should be selected for study. Assisting 
using all of these little pieces (and surely no one need use e8tjng a][ expecting to follow this line of work. in all proper ways slow pupils and holding in due check 
all. Two or three pieces from each author are enough The quiet patient teacher, from much experience can those who learn too easily and are disposed to be 
for any one pupil) are prone to use only the first five jU(]ge best what steps are needful, from lesson to lesson, impetuous. Thorough practice of all the technical 
or six of each author, and know but little of the others ; to conduct the pupil successfully on to a good degree of exercises to sepure correct fingering as well as perfect 
for instance, the six numbers constituting dementi, op. attainment, whereas the mind of the fine performer is execution. Accentuation—this is very important and 
36, are freely used by young teachers, but how many are constantly occupied with ideas far beyond the reach of its value increases with me every year. Style in all its 
familiar with the three numbers constituting op. 37 and y0unger minds. I have been asked by parents a multi- varieties. Expression. Slow movements. Velocity, 
op. 38, or with the second volume c- Kuhlau? (Pete; !- tn(]e 0f times at how early an age a child could profitably An explanation of the different kinds of time, the 
or Litolff). Yet the prettiest and est pieces are found begin mu8ica] study, and have always suggested as early major and minor keys, and some instruction in simple 
among these comparatively unused numbers, aT MOUgh a a8 eight years, if the child possessed an average degree harmony should not be omitted. The suppleness of 
little more difficult than the ones that precede them. In 0f maturity, and I cannot recall a single instance when the wrist and many other points must be brought in 
dementi. Nos. 1 and 2, op. 37, and No. 8, op. 38, will mstmction has been commenced at that age where it has at their proper place. From infancy children begin to 
be found very attractive and useful, ;iile in Kuhlau, prove(j t0 Have been a mistake. I am now teaching a form the habit of using the strong fingers and neglecting 
the Nos. 4, 6, 6, op. 65, while quite well known, are gjr[ w]j0 Has just completed her tenth year, who the weak ones, so that unless this is arrestdcl before the 
beautiful and serviceable, and in the second volume, began at six years of age. She now plays several of habits are firmly fixed there will always be a difficulty 
(Peters or Litolff), Nos. 3 and 4, op. 88, and No. 1,op. ]y;ozart’s Sonatas,and plays withher teachera number with regard to flexibility and evenness of touch. These 
60, (the theme with variations in this sonatina presents Hay<Jn’s Symphonies for four hands, playing the technical points have been repeated so that the main 
some very interesting and useful fingering combinations) 8econ^0 a8 we[[ a8 the primo. Such cases are, of course, idea may be strengthened and to show that early training 
are quite attractive and not nearly so much used as the not frequent, yet they illustrate the point of the degree is indispenable if complete success is to be secured. I 
*more hackneyed numbers in the first part of the first maturity possessed by many young minds. Then in am well aware that I have not said all that can be 
volume* and the Kuhlau sonatinas, op. 44 and 66, for connection with this last idea I have remarked many adduced on this theme, but perhaps enough for the 
four hands (which are original compositions and not ^;mes to parent8 who have put off the commencement of present purpose. In considering the subject of the study 
Bimply four-hand arrangements) are charmingly pretty tbeir children’s musical education to a later period, that of music as a common branch of education for every 
as well as very useful and instructive, and afford some ^ wa8 unfortunate that they had lost the advantage of child, I have always urged its enforcement, on the 
very attractive studies in a branch all too little cultivated ^ aevera[ years passed, as I found that though they general principle that the more thoroughly every mindis 
that of four-hand playing. . v , possessed very good musical capabilities, their hands cultivated in every branch of art or science, the more 
The sonatinas of Reinecke, Schmitt, Lichner, Steibelt were somewhat stiff and awkward and it was doubtful if happiness is secured to the individual and also more 
and others will prove very interesting, and may well be they ever entirely overcame this disadvantage. usefulness to society in general. 
n^ed with or instead of Clementi and Kuhlau. . Neveti.^ jQ g00ter’8 Physiology several pages are devoted to Very few gatherings of people occur without music as 
theless these two latter authors well deserve their popu- aQ eXp[anati0n of the way children from their birth a-necessary attraction. Resides the regular concert, 
larity, and may be safely and advantageously retained in ac(jUjre the U8e 0f their senses anjjl muscles, showing oratorios, or opera, music is called in to help every kind 
all good courses of study. plainly that before a certain degree of success is attained of social gathering, the excursion, the pic nic, the 
F. R. Webb. tjiey are noj. rea(jy to be set at work in a regular way. lecture, the military parade, the political meeting, every 
■ ~ During this earlier period they slowly learn the use of kind of civic procession, and then what a power it is in 
HINTS FOR TEAOHEES their feet, hands, eyes, ears and tongue, largely by imita- the religious service. When these last considerations 
tion, and with many failures in experiments. are taken into account it is easy to see that the more 
Do not allow the pupil to begin from the beginning to The particular value, then, of an early commencement, music is cultivated the more enjoyment it contribul es to 
correct a mistake made further on. It is not only waste it appears to me, is, that the mind and muscles at the age ^eyery one who studies the. art, and that m the degree of 
of time, but an "encouragement to make the same mistake I have indicated are just ready to be set at work before this advancement. ' 
again, and that simply because it will have been forgot- they have formed wrong habits. If every child could be well instructed on some in- 
16 IiTsdecting^^pilc^^forThe^ pupil^have alternately one A Yale professor once remarked to me that such strument, as well as to sing, many would by this source 
in sharps and one in flats, young minds were just like soft clay, ready-for any im- of amusement be saved from objectionable habits and 
The first difficulty that presents itself to the teacher pression, and jt might be added that they were afterwards courses of life. It is sure to elevate the morals, create 
is, that naturally uneven fingers must -be made to play jjke hardened clay, when it would be difficult to change a correct taste for the sister arts, and give an. elevated 
^Explain to the pupil the difference of finger and wrist or correct tKMmpressionB. ' tone to the general character. I could repeat the say-^ 
action, and cultivate exclusively the former for some It may be proper to say that here in our city we ings of many great minds on the merits ot music^and its 
time. The jerking of the wrist and the objectionable teachers of music have been helped by the pubjic schools, favorable influence on character, but will close, by 
hand-push are the natural consequences of the weakness where the musical instruction is very thorough, and thus pressing the hope that this our beautiful art maybeco 
whole han^L^'TIms^sisted^theffinge/mlfsTrem^n for- it will be understood that much of our time iB saved more and more the favored study of all pur race, in al 
ever weak, the touch becoming clumsy, harsh and stiff, from explaining the rudiments to young pupils, as they ages and in all climes* 
It must become a second nature to the pupil to hold generally have a complete understanding of these first ■ - ^- 
another strode, ^he'princ^ principles. Therefore we can give our entire attention —Popularity is the recognition that the. world giveslo 
a&rqe time n must ©v©r be present la legato playing, to those progressive steps tluit are exclusively,connected, sympathy and unselfishness, ,It cannot 1)© boudit with. 
—Robert Goldbeck. . ' * ‘ with the particular instrument before us. After securing mohey^ 
r- ■ 
' ' " ’ ' - ’ • - • ‘ ' " ; ' ' ' ' - ‘ 
ie  ith r instead f le enti and uhlau. e ecu 
theleBs these t o latter a t rs ell deserve t eir popu¬ 
larity, and ay be safely a  advantageously retai e  i  
all good courses of study. 
F. . ebb. 
HINTS FOE TEAOHEES. 
STRAY LEAVES FROM A NOTE-BOOK. and contrary motion, they should be practiced, in Bimple placqthe lBt and 2d fingers of the right hand against 
- thirds and sixths, and double thirds and sixths. ? each two of the left hand, tip to tip, and spread them as 
by H. sherwood TiNiNG. ' 6. Arpeggios.—First give the diminished seventh wide as possible. Treat the right hand the Bame. Prac- 
1. Notation._Teach a child that the series of letters chord, the chord of the’ seventh, and then the triads, t»ce broken sixths, broken seventh chords, and broken 
is the same from any starting point. Present the‘staff Seventh arpeggios should be practiced three octaves, octaves. Place any two of the fingers apart, bb far as 
degrees of both clefs, beginning from the first line of the ttree quarter notes in a measure, theaccent on the first possible, on two keys, at the interval of a third, a fourth 
F clef staff, pointing out that they are named in alpha- heat; triads, four octaves, four quarter notes in a and fifth; place them flat and then raise them to the 
betical order the staves being connected by one added measure, the accent on the, first beat. In scales and proper curved position. Practice on the Technicon will 
line and two added spaces ; illustrate with the scale of G arpeggios the thumb should never accent any tone ex- be an invaluable help in nearly all of these exercises, 
for three octaves ; point out the corresponding keys, cepting the first and last. The teacher can show how XIII. High wrist, knuckles and first joint depressed ; 
Then give the order of letters once for lines only to f°rm and practice broken chords out of the ar- lower the wrist, curve the first joint out, pressing nail on 
and then for spaces only, for the same compass; then peggios. the key, bear down on wrist till the back of the hand 
explain the use of the clefs to distinguish between high 7- Useful ' Material For Fundamental Work.— is in straight line, sloping forward a little from center of 
tones and low tones. These explanations must be fol- Mason & Hoadly’s “Easy System for Beginners,” wrist to middle joint. Use staccato exercises to 
lowed by a thorough drill of’ the names of lines and Emery’s “Foundation Studies,” Krause’s “Studies in loosen and strengthen the wrist, also two finger chro- 
spaces of the staves taken separately. Measure and Rhythm,” Macdougall’s “ Studies in matic contractions. 
This treatment of the subject saves the beginner all Melody Playing,” Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” XIV. Second joint of thumb, and first joint of fingers 
unnecessary confusion in passing from one clef to the Czerny’s “ Little Etudes,” op. 139. Doring, op. 8 and turn inward ; exercise one finger at a time with correct 
otLer 80. Mathews’ “ First Lessons in Phrasing,” Koehler’B rising and falling movement, follow with slow trill, play 
2. Measure.—The pupil will be saved any confusion “ Easy Classical Pieces,” Schumann’s Album, op. 68, softly; practice nothing else until the difficulty is over¬ 
in changing from a measure having a quarter note, to a Elauser’s edition ; Heller’s op. 125, 47, 46 and 45, come. 
measure having an eighth note, or a half note to a unit Mathews’ “Studies in Phrasing,” etc., leading to XV. The staccato habit; practice Mason’s “ Two- 
of time or count, if in the beginning it has been im- Cramer, Tausig, Heller, op. 16, etc., and to Men- finger Exercise, and, his Touch and Technic. In 
pressed upon his mind that whatever the measure signa- delssohn and Mozart, etc. , as introduction to the gems all the practice cling to the keys, pressing them down 
ture, 4-4, 6-8, or 2-2; each different form of note is twice of classical and standard musical literature. As soon till this fault is overcome. 
as long as the next higher denomination, and half as as a little facility in execution has been gained introduce 9. Note—Whatever system is pursued encourage 
long as the next lower; consequently the form of note duets for sight reading and rhythm, and- keep up the the reading of books on musical theory, history, biog- 
having the time value of one beat, becomes the stand- practice throughout the course. raphy and aesthetics; awaken interest, arouse enthusiasm, 
ard, and by multiplying by two, the number of beats 8. Faults and Remedies.—I. For sluggish fingers; call iuto activity the faculties of the entire mind the 
for the longer notes are obtained; and also, by multi- staccato exercises. rational and the imaginative. 
plying by two, the number of notes for one beat are ob- II. When the thumb constantly hangS ' off from ' '  7” ~ ; 
tained; in the case of the notes shorter than the form-of- its key, give five-finger chromatic contractions, with the PRACTICING MTTSIO IN ONE’S ACTIVE LIFE 
'D . EE'S NOTES, We are doing all that possibly can be done to issue the 
best music in the most carefully edited and corrected 
editions. The pieces that we publish are selected by 
musicians that are teachers of a wide reputation. It is, 
therefore, music that is eminently useful and desirable 
for .teaching purposes. 
. Sate trouble, time and money by ordering The 
Etude for more than one year. A subscription 
For one year at . , $1.50 
WHAT I SAW OH MY VACATION 
Do you want the best things for your teaching work ? 
Head the advertisement pages of The Etude. ; 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
I was visiting a family where two sisters played the 
piano well, but never played four hands music. I placed 
before them some of the best music of this class and 
their delight was unbounded, although somewhat mixed 
with regrets that they had lost^rears of pleasure by not 
Of course they-'knew about 
Get up a club of subscribers for The Etude. Your 
friends and pupils will subscribe more readily at the club 
price reductions. 
playing tm lass >1 n u ic 
music of this kind,but their, teachers had never set them 
at it. It might be said in passing, that their parents 
employed a different tea her for each of hei daughte > 
thinking that the rivalry would result in better work, 
each teacher doing his best and each pupil trying to do 
their teachey full justice. 
• Silver and postage stamps do not go safely by 
mail; so send for The Etude for two years, and 
avoid the half-dollar change. 
For two years at 
For three years at 
For four years at 
The special offer for “Touch and Technic,” Vol. II 
(Scales) and Vol. Ill (Arpeggios), is withdrawn on the 
publication of this issue. The Arpeggio volume has al¬ 
ready been delivered. The Scales will be ready about 
the mi He of the nonti All rdersfoi hese volumes 
We offer the famous chapter 18 Sanctity of Music,” 
from Carl Merz’s book, Music and Culture, for six cents 
a copy in amphlet foi poi • id. 
Nothikg advances the public appreciation of superior 
music teaching like good music journals. The teacher 
never helps himself more than when he secures subscri- 
bers for them. 
I was greatly pleased'with the number of musical so¬ 
cieties for mutual improvement that seem to abound on 
was being done 
were evi- 
every hand. In some of them there 
superior work, and in all Of them good results 
dent. The Etude is to be congratulated upon the fact 
that it was spoken of as being the first to suggest the 
society idea, and that from it they got their plans, and 
what is still more flattering, its pages are often read 
before the members as a part of the evening’s work. I 
was especially gratified with one feature of this society 
work, which is,that its iitflaence hac awakened many 
women from their musical backslidings and caused them 
to get into practice again, and c^w§kened_them into 
taking an active part in musical affaU^once more, One 
such lady remarked, “ I find time now for practice because 
Our subscribers will confer a favor on us whenever 
they fail, to receive The Etude. Some mistakes have 
recently occurred, owing to a change of the methods in 
our subscription department. 
We have ,a few music satchels, rolls and folios as 
good as new, but somewhat shop worn, that we will sell 
at half price for cash with order, at from 60 cents to 
$1.50. Say in your order which style you wish. The 
satchel bends the music but a little, and is a superior ar¬ 
ticle for carrying large quantities of music. The rolls 
are in many styles, from plain to elaborate. The folios 
are for binding music or to keep it flat, and in several 
different styles, 
Have you returned the music on selection we sent you 
last year? If not, please do so at once, and write ns 
what style and grade you wish for the present school 
package of such composi- year, and we will send you 
tionsa. , i desi 
We enjoy being liberal and doing all. we can for our sub¬ 
scribers, but please notify us at once if you change your 
address, and not wait some months and then write us 
saying: “I have not received The Etude for the past 
three months; my address is now, etc.” 
Trust us to give you great value for the 
money. Hone of the above are injured, but have simply 
lost their first brightness ; yet they look better than any 
such article would after a few days of common use. ' 
• We will seas issue a new and attractive premium list. 
This new list will be greatly enlarged and will contain 
many beautiful, elegant and useful articles, as well as a 
large list of books, music and musical works. Sample 
copies of The Etude will be furnished upon application. 
A liberal cash reduction is offered to those who would 
prefer cash to a special premium. Please notice that 
we only give premiums to our old subscribers as a com¬ 
pensation for their time and trouble for securing new 
subscriptions, and that we do not give premiums to new' 
mat comes irom a weemy lesson ana me demands upon 
a young lady musician rather than from a loss of interest 
or want of time that is laid to the cares of housekeeping. ” 
A third lady remarked, “ This is why I always take a 
few lessons every year, and so keep up with the times. 
You know musically speaking. Still another said, “ 
Mrs. B. says that she has not touched the piano since she 
was married, although she was a music teacher.” 
“ Yes,” said another, “ We all know that she taught for 
uoney, not for a rt.” 
We have a supply of elegant portraits of the great 
masters—Beethoven, ( hopin, Handel, Mo art and 
Wagner—that are published especially for adorning par¬ 
lors and studios, at $1.00 each, postage 10 cents extra, 
12 x 16 inches, on paper 22 x 28 inches, thus giving a 
wide margin. We send these portraits framed iu fine 
antique oak at $5.00 each. Express to be paid hy 
purchaser. 
In a town in one of the Middle states I met a music 
teacher (?) who tells his pupils to “ play right and make 
no mistakes,” but he does not show them how and gives 
nb explanations, only scoldB and finds fault if things do 
not go right; in fact, one of his pupils told me that he did 
not know when things did go right, for he never saw hut 
a part of the mistakes that she made and that sometimes 
he said a thing was one way thiB lesson and the other way 
the next lesson, but as he was the only teacher of music 
in the town she still took lessons of Mm. 
The publication of Mason’s new series of technics, as 
offered in The Etude the past few months, has awak¬ 
ened a surprising amount of interest, judging by the 
great number of advance orders that we have received 
for them. Our subscribers will be greatly pleased with 
this edition, for we have spared neither trouble nor ex¬ 
pense in making it a fine one in printing, paper and 
binding. Moreover, the ideas and exercises contained 
in these books are a great advance over the older edi¬ 
tions of Mason’s Technics. After more than thirty 
years of experiment, the author has perfected them, till 
they are now eminently practicable and, in fact, indis¬ 
pensable to a progressive teacher. 
Thei is nothing gained by sendin smal . oun <i 
Bills for an even dollar amount, money 
and bills and postage stamps, where there are cents to 
go with the "dollar amount, are just as safe and save 
troubb. . 1 exj ;e at 1 ... 1 of he 
Persons who live in small towns wishing not to incon¬ 
venience us, will kindly notice sis above paragraph and 
not send personal checks for amounts less than $5.00.. 
In visiting a home of a former pupil, I enjoyed play- 
ing upon their superior piano, which was of . exquisite 
tone and .touch. It had been in use for about ten years 
and seemed as good as ever, for it had been well kept, 
and, as it was in the hands of a first-class tunei^tifc’had - 
been correctly taken care of. In the. house of another 
pupil was a piano that had been left there about th*6e 
years ago by an agent. This piano was little better 
than a -rattle-box, a disappointment in every way, for 
it was cheaply made, and proved as all such pianos do 
—a costly affair, because of frequent repairs, and yet it 
never was in order, would not hold its tune, had ersadly 
degenerated tone and an unreliable action—in feet, one 
never knew if the keys would speak, stick, rattle, block 
or go as they should; or not. The music pupils of this 
family did noK^ike^to^practice, and never did practice 
when not taking lessons, and made but sorr^progress 
then. Dances and light music w^re the onlip kin<F of 
music enjoyed at this home. . 
t" (To be continued^ • ; A% 
Teachers will find just such good and easy music a? 
they want in our “Album of Instructive Pieces,” com¬ 
piled by Theodore Presser. A book of forty-sever 
pages, containing twenty-five pieces from the best com 
posers. See advertisement for table of contents. Tht 
teachers, but things that cost nothing are generally lightly 
considered. Nevertheless successful teaching depends 
largely upon the class of music used and its adaptation ; 
to the particular needs of each pupil. Experience has 
taught hs, both as teacher and publisher of mnsic, that 
it is qui^b worth one’s time to. study the contents of a 
good catalogue and thus be enabled to select music 
which is most useful and desirable. Bight here we might 
say, that every teacher should keep a memorandum of all 
good pieces as a reference to help in making up an 
order. The publisher of The Etude has a number of 
the beBt musicians and teachers of- this country who are 
selecting desirable teaching music, which we are now 
publishing, therefore teachers can feel assured of finding: 
something exactly to their needs in our catalogue and 
lists of new music published in The Etude. Nn- 
In our judgment, it is sometimes best to send music 
to patrons by the “ Prepaid Printed Matter Bates,” now 
offered by the express companies. This is safer and no 
more expensive than sending by mail. If the package 
is marked “ Prepaid Printed Matter,” do not submit to 
! 
OGIQI S3 PSOG1 &MMES 
The Study of Music, by S. W. Van Deman. As long as you practice an exercise of velocity the Annual Recital by Musical Department, Lawrence Uni- 
This is a pamphlet of about 20 pages which this author wrist must be perfectly loose, and the continuity must versify, Appleton',' Wis.,John Sylvester, Director. 
has written and compiled for the benefit of his patrons be Solely regulated by that feeling of looseness and ease. Concert Fantasia, ^ Best, Organ; Tarantella, Liszt, 
s«a pupils. It is brim fell of good things. M«iy of Hie Two,fin*« Sxerfese (trill' and -tremolo) can be/ 
them just what the teacher wishes to say to each of his made the foundation of all velocity. Next comes >tM geptuor Op; 20, Beethoven, Piano,‘ 4 hands ; “ I’m a 
patrons. succession of more than two fingers. Then we haye the Roamer,” Mendelssohn, Song ; (a) Etude, No; 4, Op. 
Send a 2-cent stamp to the anthor, S. W. Yan Deman, Five-finger Exercise, with all its combinations) then 28, _{d) Polka, le Bal, Rubenstein, Piano ; Concerto 
Sterling, Kan., for a copy. tie email arpeggio, ending, finally, one or more Mendelasohn, Piano. Orchestral parts on 
" octaves. / •■ 
Selected,Hymn Tunes with Words for Church and Here j take occasion warn the pupil about prac- 
Hgme, Edited by Leo Kofler, is a book containing ^;cjng tbe game exercise with both hands together, al- 
'fifiy-eight pieces of the finest church music. The words R seems to save time. But the disadvantage ,5b 
3, Czerny; Autumn, Spindler; Ser- 
Duet, Polka, Terscha k; Morning, 
3b. 66, No. 4, Cleir>.nti; Romance, 
Beethoven; Trio, Air de Chasse, 
hand become used to go only with the corresponding set Czerny; L’Amazone, Goldbeck ; Gavotte, F sharp, mi- 
of the other, but the right hand invariably drags the left Ifor> Orth ; Valse, Op. 66, No. 2, Godard ; Huraoreske, 
after it, ^ h-U, ^ 
cise alone, or ^whilst the other is playing something Ho. 1, Schumaiin; Suite—“ Peer Gynt,” Grieg, 
i difficult, an,-awkward feeling of nervousness arises Tl . • , ■ 
.which interferes with velocity. The independence of ^cital by Pupils of Hora^Clark, Jr., Corpus Christi, 
hands must early he fostered, and this is done best by Little johnnie, 4 hands, Tours; Styrienne, Behr ; 
giving the other a light, easy accompaniment. Brook in the Woods, Lichner ; Hasche Mich, Lichner ; 
Next follows the preparation for passages extending In Old Madrid, Troteri; Serenade, Lanciani; La 
more than an octave. This preparation is furnished by Glraeieuse, Bohm ; Harpe de Anges, Vassenr ; Polo- 
the “thumb-passing” exercise, for the turning of the Merk^ . Rondo, Lichner; Lea Sylphes, Backmann ; Oui 
thumb under the fingers, or of the fingers over the Dn the Deep, Lohr; In the Gondola, Bendel ; .Spring 
thumb, consumes extra time, and saving of time is a Song, Merkel; Dornrosen, Bendel; Warrior’s Song, 
by e. von adelung, sr. great consideration in velocity. Scales and grand arpeg- Heller; Spinning Song, Bohm. 
Velocity and Touch are two entirely different sub- gios are then in order. Recital given by Pupils of A. M. Read. 
jects; a person may have a fine touch and yet not be Great attention must be paid to proper fingering. Ojos Criollos, Gottschalk, Piano; “Queen of the 
able to play fast; another may play fast and not be able Whenever velocity is the object, the fingering must aim Earth,” Pinsuti, Song; (a) “Legende, op. 28,” Thome, 
to give a good tone-quality, or to play with expression, at ease, it must give the fingers.as much rest,as. possible. (b) “ H^zurka, Op. 41, No. 4,” Chopin, Piano ;Polo- 
Yet there are many who think that'a good touch is far Anybody who attempts to play the scale of C with only Hulfah, PSong^ *2) Serenade^Opl 82,’jensen*”^) 
more important than velocity ; and there may be some the first and second finger will at once feel the difference Scherzo, Gade, Piano; Prelude and Sarabande, Op. 62, 
OH IPTEI ( N VEU IIT1 
who think that, rapidity gained, everything else will between that fingering and the one usually applied. Wilm, Piano; Prelude and Fugue, Bach, Menuet, Op. 
come by itself. The truth is, one is as important as the the most difficult exercise in point of velocity is, conse- No.l, Paderewski, Piano; “Jack’s WeddingMorn,” 
other, and both should go hand in hand. Take even a quently, to repeat with one finger. ^ 
very easy piece, such as the Sonata by Mozart in C ma- When we finally have to play rapidly some intricate, . — 
jor. The first movement seems not to lay any claim to complex passages, it is the mind, not the fingers, that Recital by Pupils of A. W Sickner. 
velocity, and a distinct execution to be all that is requi- impedes the progress of velocity. The inner construe- Sonata, Op. 27, No, 2, Beethoven ; Romanza, Op. 28, 
site for its correct performance. But when the trill tion of the passage must first be grasped by the mind ;4IcHffSr5le^1iSt! 
makes its appearance in the twenty-fifth measure, can it and thoroughly digested, so to speak, in order to open a Schumann ; Zauberflote, Mozart; Cavatini, Raff; 
be executed sufficiently fast to suit the character of the free passage to velocity. There is a memory of the Gavotte, Bohm ;. Nachtstucke, Op. 23, Schumann; 
can, and the effect is hand as well as a memory of the mind, but the latter Gigue, Bach; Marche de Nnit, Gottschalk ; “ The Fair- 
Velocity cannot be forced, it est Angd, Graben Hoffman ; Second Mazurka, Godard; 
J ’ Pol i de 1 .ir, Bendel. 
Pupils' Recital, S. N. Thatcher's. 
Chorus, from Laila; Stuckchen, Schumann ; Slumber 
Song, Gurlitt: Sleeping Beauty, Dorn; Waltz, 4 hands, 
(Sisters), Schlesinger; Im Zigennelager, F. Behr; But- 
terfly Hunter, Oesten ; Haunting Eyes Galop, 8 hands, 
“ Come Pretty Bird,” Gunibert, Song; Cnacone, A. 
Durand; Spinning Song, Mendelssohn; Valse in E6, 
Durand; Liebchbn im Arts, Bohm ; Staccato Etude, 
Bohm ; Voglefos Morganlied. G. Satter: Sonata Pathet- 
ique, Beethoven; Belisario Pant, de Concert, Goria ; 
Wedding March, 2 Pianos and Pedal Organ, Men- 
delssohn. 
whole movement? Certainly it 
corresponding. If the trill is not sufficiently rapid it is must precede the former, 
but. an attempt at a trill, but not a real trill; for the trill is a matter of growth, of patience and perseverance, 
is a child of velocity, a beautiful ornament—not so many Every assistance should be given conducive to rest, ease 
sixteenth notes, of which two go to one eighth, bat a and time-saving ; although the slightly outward position 
warble, a simple turn. Even grace notes are children of the hands is the best. To the exercises on touch is 
of the same mother—velocity. left the attainment of an even and pearly execution, 
Velocity is the capacity to strike two or more keys even in the most rapid movements, 
succeeding each other with great rapidity and yet with 1 —————— 
perfect ease. The acme of velocity is reached when the SOME OOBBEOTIONS 
ear qf the hearer is not able to divide the number^of The short article in the August Etude “ Painstaking,’ ’ 
sounds rhythmically. To attain such a degree ofve- shouid have been credited to James R. Murray, of The 
locity, suitable exercises must be commenced at an early Musical Visitor, having been copied into The Tempo, 
age, and great care must be taken to avoid straining the from which we re-printed it. 
muscles. Two obstacles must be overcome, the physical Als0) in the 8ame number, the article, “ Good Type 
difficulty (which differs in different fingers) and time; Gf Teachers,” should have been credited to John Towers 
for you may be able to play fast for a short time, but and not to John Powers. / 
_when yon try for a longer period (and some pieces give • “''y-k _j_ 
yon no rest whatever) your strength fails, and band par- , . . / , . . , \, ,, 
. . , . , . , ’ A conrse m auricular training should accompany all 
- 336 com hi to come to a dead si01 . . ,/ , . .. , ■■ , . 
• 1 j-n* , .... serious music study, whether vocal, instrumental or 
Physical difficulties are best overcome by beginning .. , V ... , ., 
.xl . , ; , , „ theoretical. i/Indeed, such a course ought to be consid- 
with the easiest exercise and going gradually over to the , . ,. / ,. j ... . - ... ■ ■ . , 
,. m, n . f 7, , ... , , , , ered indispensable and obligatory, for without cultivated 
more difficult, lhus, for instance, the trill ought to be „ / . , , •, 
, ... ,, , , . ,, „ 0 ears all musical accomplishments are nullified and ren- 
commenced with the second and fourth fingers—not a , s ..... . -m- , — . 
, . ., ... . . , . , . dered comparatively inoperative.— Werners Voice Maga- 
trill m the strict meaning 01 the word, but a tremolo, on a ./ 
third—then the first and third, then the third and fifth fin- ^sine‘ ^ __ 
gers. The trill proper should commence with the second j lovefeusic above all the arts, especially Beethoven’s. 
and thlrd> ^en wlth the tWrd anA fomth and ¥aad House4nsic la my greatest delight, for the trouble ol 
second (by-the-by, the latter is a- very awkward move- gening a ticket at a certain time, gad sitting ia s narrow 
menfc) * finally, with the fourth and fifth finge^j first slowly, geat in an opera' house is not to my liking. I have ah 
tsiea gradually faster, a little at a time, yrith many short wayB baen sorry that I was obliged in my student days 
rest® between, ; The obstacle of time or duration can to nmlj- mnsfh frnm mv ennpne. Thsr*miatf*rt.nna. 
SPECIAL NOTICES, 
: -Notices for this column Inserted at 8 cents a word forone insertion, 
payable- in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
\\f ANTED—A position as teacher of music by a 
YV young man who has recommendations from lead¬ 
ing teachers. For particulars and references, address 
J. E. SUCORE, 1 
Marion; Iowa. 
————f- --———-——— MADAME A. PUPIN, Concert Pianiste; graduate 
of the Royal Conservatory of Music at Leipzig; 
4utl r oi “ Ho to Pract > ‘ u Teacher o I anc 
Hat nony the Virgil Practice Claviei •>'* Janko 
Keyboard. A Home for Piano Students. Ladies coming 
to New York to study the piano, will find with Madame 
Papin, a home on a new and novel plan, with unrisual 
advantages, at a moderate cost. For full particulars 
address by letter. 
MADAME A PUPIN, 
164 Fifth Ave., New York City. 
I WILL give complete musical education to a talented 
lady as return' forjfer assistance in housekeeping, as 
heavy work. Only a very explicit letter, giving^jpartic- 
tSlsra as to circumstances, talent, and 
■ 4ch me, E IMA I. .1.1 
V:a;i 'rinibk-k'irrfe. 
© 
MASON’S SYSTEM OF ARPEGGIOS, 
RHYTHMICALLY TREATED.' RHYTHMICALLY TREATED, 
Mason’s Arpeggios will contain/ Ms treatment of the Mason’s Complete Scales, artistically treated, for securing 
the best possible results in Technics. With 
Application of Rhythm, Yelocity, Canon, and a great variety, 
of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness of Runs, Evenness 
and Pearly Quality are Secured. 
The first part of. Mason’s Technics, which his practical ex¬ 
perience as a Teacher led him to discover, was the fast form of 
the Two-Finger Exercise. This he adopted from Liszt, but modi¬ 
fied the manner of playing it in such a way as made it a wholly 
new exercise. The next was the application of Rhythm to the 
Scales, the immediate end sought being that of securing many 
repetitions, and an absorption of attention which to a degree 
conceals from careless pupils the length of time occupied in the 
practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more 
active participation of the mind. These results followed so 
unmistakably, that this part. of the system attracted the ■ at» 
tention of all teachers is position, to -observe it. The hist' 
publication of these principles took place in 1868, in Mason 
and Hoadley’s New Method—a work prepared by Mr. Hoadley, 
but declined by the publishers unless he could induce Dr. 
Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included in it. 
Mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his 
experience during more than thirty years in varying the 
applications of it, and in adapting it to the Meeds of Pupils 
of Different Grades. 
Not leas interesting and important than the rhythmic princi¬ 
ples of scale practice, are the Variety of Scale Forms and 
Touches. 
Mason’s Scales are the First Considerable Addition to 
Technics in • this direction since those of Tomaschek, of 
Prague, were first introduced in this country by Nathan Rich¬ 
ardson, who had them from Dreyschock. Mason’s Scales are 
far more Varied and Musically Productive than those of 
Tomasc Che System contains sufficient Va y of forms 
to carry a pupil Through His Entire Musical Education. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation applied to Exercises is now so generally recognized by all teachers and virtuosi 
that every book of technics now contains more or less of it. nevertheless, as Or. Mason was the original discoverer of the prin¬ 
ciple, no application of^ it has heen so ingenious ^and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the subject, representing the ripened musical experience of the distinguished author, 
who is a teacher and a virtuoso by the Grace oi;, God. ^ 
The entire series of Touch and Technie comprises the Two-Finger Exercise, already published byus, Mason’s^Arpeggios and" 
Scales, herewith aimounced, and one other work, Octaves, of which later announcement will be made. They are printed in separate 
volumes, in order toenable teachers who are still dependent^ upon some other system of technics, to add to their present stock the 
particular part of Mason’s System which they happen to need. Experience has shown, that teachers differ^ in their istimati© 
of the relative wine of the four elements in Mason’s System, and the publication in separate volumes is intended to enable every one p, 
to select the particular part he desires, ' " 
We have never offered teaoheramore valuable works than those./■ N-r . / ■ ■ , ■ 
Part iy School of Octave and Bravoura Playing, /announcement will be in due time. 
These, by an ingenious device, develope a series of three 
hundred and sixty different arpeggios, and the manner of 
forming them is so simple that it can be memorized by a 
child in a few minutes. They are to be taken with the hands 
singly, in direct and in reverse direction, and with both hands 
together. 
. "-Tills System, so Easy, so Simple, yet so Comprehensive, 
is one of the best means of sharpening the Musical Percep¬ 
tions of' Pupils which has ever been invented in Pianoforte 
Tech; 
It also has the advantage of Familiarizing the Pupil with 
Complicated Arpeggio Forms, and with all parts of the 
Keyboard, when in any other system,he would still he occu¬ 
pied exclusively id elementary forms. For Manual Dexterity 
and for Musical Perception, nothing bo useful as these 
exercises has ever been invented. 
Many teachers have been using them during the thirty years 
or more since Dr. Mason began to make them public. All who 
have given them a thorough trial agree that they are Indis¬ 
pensable, and that there is nothing else whatever that can take 
their place and secure equal results with So Little Labor on 
the part of the PUPIL and the TEACHEE. 
Mason’s Arpeggios are Treated Rhythmically, in a great 
variety of ways, affording means of training the Perceptions 
of Rhythm, both in the matter of steady, reliable movement of 
the pulse and Measure, and in the Subdivision of Pulses, in 
many different ways. There is nothing known in Piano¬ 
forte Technics which can take the place of this Rhythmic 
Training, as here provided in Mason’s System. 
The work is now Wholly New, scarcely a line of his former 
work being contained in it. 
Numerous illustrations of the various positions of the hand 
will form one of the features of this work. 
_. 
Gut Concert; Grand Organs 
structed as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp 'weather, 
ance. ■ The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying hox, 
ily is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
AND have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the usb of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
HOW TO SUCCEED IM IT, 
SSO aii; 822; |ontlTenth. Street, and 
BS0;M.d:941 WaJirat. Street, 
. EASTON 9 PA. 
This work is a companion volume to 
“ Chats with Music Students ” by the 
same author.; ''Numerous'phases of art 
and art life are talked about in a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of .success to teachers and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal apjd 
thoroughly, pertinent manner of writing 
has a real value in it, that will make this 
companion volume indispensable to every 
musician. 
LAWREMCE ORGAN MAN0P6'CO 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
This boot makes work easy for TTM3B WEA©IEE3R—the young 
especially—and the study of music dear and attractive for THEIIS 
It is a new departure and is a step in advance of any- . JM 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells WBaera, Wlieir® and M®w ammsls should 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
pieces. No better idea can be formed than a 
glance at the contents, which we here append. 
“Dear Sir:—I have received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and L/hap* Is 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it Chap. Ill, 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work. It keeps con- Education: 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon America, 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute Chap. VI, 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance Chap. VIII, 
seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and quality of practice which tells, 
as reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
One might | PHASES. 
The Brain and its Burden. Chap, xi, A 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable Parallel Study in Life and Art. Chap XII, The Reli- 
results in pianoforte playing. gion of Art. Chap, xili, Getting into Print. 
“ Yours sincerely, 
“ William Mason.” PART IV- 
SOME SPECIAL THEMES. 
Chap, xiv, Style in Composition. Chap, xv, Form in 
Art. Chap, xvi, Some Special Studies in Music Chap, 
xvn, The Sister Arts. Chap, xviii, Taste and Toler¬ 
ance. 
PART V. 
HELPS. 
Ohap. xix, More about Books and Reading. Chap, 
xx, A Library and how to Manage it. Chap, xxi, In 
and Out of Books. 
■ PART VI, 
SITUATION. 
Chap, xxii, Little town Life. Chap, xxiii. The In¬ 
spiration of the Year. . Chap, xxiv, Vacation Time and 
Travel. Chap, xxv, Landmarks in Little Histories. 
CONTEHTS. 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 10, Song Without Words. —■ 
Schumann, A, op. 68, No. 1, Melody. 
Schumann, R., op. 68, No. 2, Soldier’s March. 
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 9, Bohemian Melody. 
Reinecke.C,, Barcarolle. 
Otto, J., Innocence. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Waltz. 
Gurjiitt, C., Sunshiny Morning. 
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 13, Little Hungarian Melody. 
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 12, The Retreat. 
Reinecke, C., from the Thousand and One Nights. 
Kreutzer, Ed., op. 7, No. 8, Margaretha Polka Mazurka. 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 8, The Fair. 
Heller, St., op. 47, No. 19, Cradle Song. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Rondoletto. 
Gurlitt, Cl, op. 101, No. 6,Slumber Song. , •• ' 
Behr, Fr., op. 576, No. 27, Gypsy March. 
Strel ak . dp 10 N< 10, S It rell<, 
Heller, St., op. 47, No. 4, Sunday Morning. 
Moelling, Theo., Little Dreamer’s White. 
Goeraer, P., op. 2, In the Forest. • 
Tschaikowski, Sweet Reverie. 
Baumfelder, F., op. 288, Peasant’s Dance. . , . 
Reinhold, H., op, 36, No.-l, The March of Fingall’s Men, 
G. - ,op.26, No. 10, >lk - mg 
Wolff, 5 , • j, No. 11, Mill 1>j the Bi .. 
Address 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, ^us. Doo, 
rtrere 
MATHEWS’ POPULAR 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of' the process of development 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
1 Volume.1 18mo. Pages 388. Price $2.00. Seezuti- 
fi/Mp printed on fine heavy paper, and handsomely 
hound with-gilt top and uncut edges. 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
of music yet written 
THf?f 
METHOD 
FOR RAPIDLY GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
icience. 
new york: 
; MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO Bv GAEL BEENEOKE. L’BBEfflE, 536 QJto. 
Setters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady. 
HWTURB <• OF HIRMOMY, 
"■ By Db. HUGO BIEMANN. 
(Second Edition.) PRIOR, ss ce® 
An exposition of some modem ideas of Harmony. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. ' 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOiil. i 
This game consists of cards, , on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed mong 
the riay«,», th cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, &c-, accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; infect, all 
who art interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches tb value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. , . .. .. 
Practice in musical fractions. ! ■: ■■ : ■ 
Th) easi ist way t > learn to rei .1 music. 
- Ton leora, while playing am interesting game. 
It Is readily learned, even by children. * . 
Time devoted to playing this gome is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. ■ ... .■ ■ ■ 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can tench their children the rudiments of music, even if hot 
n usicianc thomsolvea 
Interesting t Id id yonn( t«gi nm rs»i A m ' j j"1 
Those itending o study mwdo » f u< ii ■.iJte.- £ • teg to play 
tills game * while before beginning lessons 
: Price. SO Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
TMEO. 
1704' Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Priae, XOiokel-plated, 50 Cento, Hat, Postpaid, 
, By C. A. MACOEOIuE. 
Among the many topics treated in this little pamphlet 
«“On a good touch,” “Beposein playing” “Magnetism 
playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents. 
©lying the correct Metronomic Marko alter the 
ether with the 
Tnm SJempoa of all the Danceo. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
r The Etude, and will he sent as a premium to any one 
nding two subscribers. Address 
fll@. FBESSEE, 1704 Chestnut Bt., FMlad’s, Fa. ®f -fSisiteaS Terms- 
£§<3©<0> TPJEJI&M© 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issned, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing, 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
pmon SB CENTS. 
Address YHEOEBORIE PREESSEIKi. THE ELEMENTS 
”a. Class ss - r Indli Idua s 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability t child ei s fin| ;rs and rithin t e -">,ta. of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from, the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil- 
dren the world an show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. rhere is o, at the beginning of 'J • wc rk, 
- ' LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 1 ' 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 ct@. Extra. 
“ $6.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following are now ready:— ‘ 
BEETH0YEN, MENDELSSOHN* MQZABT, 
WAGNEB, HANDEL, CHOPIN, 
OTHEBS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Address THEO- PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Add ress Mslislier, 
T3a em >. i?;wt. e se i• - se, 
PHU.APEI.PHIA, PA 
AMUSING AND INSTEUCTIVE 
A GAME FOB EVERY MUSIC STUDEMT, 
PRICE 35 GTS., P®SYP«, 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
imprn i the mi I of -he players *.5 e imj < i ant v ats 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Addi c ss Publ ish er, 
: ‘ THEODORE PRESSES, ■ . 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
By W. St. Tjuduoae. 
. Ha® 
®W. great piece i pi ij i d with 
, (chorus, lib.) 
A'XAm ' aisboismle-S . eathmsl- 
. layed Just what 
XI 
— '* r 61 for the 
ad a ps.fr of 
Ii 
COMPILED BY THEO. PBESSEB. 
e . $1.00, Sound in Board Cover, 
I HUS!i 00, 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW 
Burgmuller. Op. 76. No. 1, Eondiletto... 2 
oludler. Op.138. No. l, f mtina in 4 Hands....2 
. ....8 
Beyloff. The Fuchsia.....;....... 8 
Knhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina.............................. 1 
Bteibelt. Turkish Hondo....................... i 
ti.: Op.:36. - No. 1, Sonatina............-8 
Kjsralf. Sohendno...I..... £ 
Greig. Op. 12. No. 7, Album Leaf............7 
Smith. Babbling Brook... £ 
Liohner. Op. 149 No. 6, Sonatina......... ( 
Dussek. Plough B y;. 7 
Lange: Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina......7 
Dussek. La Matinee.   8 
Haydn. Sonatina in D. £ 
Schumann. Slumber Song.......—...£ 
-Schumann.' Nocturne............................................fi 
Mendelssohn's Song Without Words. No. I.. £ 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 6...... £ 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 3......... £ 
Schubert. Op. 78. Renuette......... ...•*.«» £ 
Beinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina.............;........It 
Chopin. Op. 9. No. 2, Nootarth..11 
Address Publisher, . 
THEp: PRESSER, . ^ 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
Price, 81.60. By CHAS. W. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. 
Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Beed - Organ. They are 
selected from. the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Beed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Beed Organ Effects are folly illustrated. 
* , Send for a 8ample Copy, 
THEO* PRESSES?, Publisher, ^ 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
bossed, $1.0O ; in Board eo 
Rovers, 60 edits* , Address 
THEODOIE PBESSEB, 
1704 CHESTSUT 8T., PfiSLAD’A, PA, 
El-'-'-- V, *9. BA^OEGp GAtos 0 ©®e09 
Gives Dean®nao 'personally, or by correspondence, in HHi&Emmeiray, 
jaoia and Fragaa©, I - 
#TCSB©stF»tl®H, Students prepared for 'musical examinations! 
Most thorough and systematic course. , Compositions revised and 
. arrested. Tanas sued® ddreas ® i. 
RQ&mS 45 and 40, BURR BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. j 
The fill de Janko Conserratonf of Music, 
9 EAST 1TTH STREET, . . 
hew yokes: ri \ y 
DU PflUW UNIVERSITY, GHEEfJCASTLE, IND. • 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral 'Concerts. 
Solo, D.uet, .Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
r Oratorio Work,'. • 
^ FIVE COUR8ES I STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and'Sheet Music', at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, appiy to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAU, QBEEEOASTIiE, ■IND. 
For Cfr < rs oi ther Dniv rsltj Dapartmai ,plj , » 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d., College of Liberal Arts, 
Rev. 8. Jj. Bo aa a.m., o.t.d.- )ean f School of Thet r. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
Samuel S.sParr, “ lTormr.1 School. 
Sear UmIoh Square, 
a PUCE FOB HORTHERB GIRLS TO SPEP3D THE WlfJTER 
_ ©F MaasSe, MawAto-W.®.s3laiisg<4»m.€©I; . /■/■: J® : , .v v: ; ,(58.KS5 «J« S 5iej?*JS»Si!IB 
fleg®, AbStagdora, Va 2507 Feet aboVe sea Bowel; a 
d~llelitffai. 5® rat®. Modern courses of s- yin Piano, Voice- 
training, Organ and Theory. Lectures, Concerts, Artists’ Recitals 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger exercises discarded. Techni- 
con and Practice Clavier used. Send for clrculara. 1 
A. Hi. El AH MsssleaB DBreetor. 
...4" S. B. BAUER Pralfat American Conservatory of Music, 
• CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
Specially Designed for Teachers of the Piano, Voice, 
Public School Music, Theory, Delsart^. 
Unsurpassed Advantages at Moderate Cost. 
• Send for Catalogue. . 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY. 
HICKERING MAI L « 
Wabash Avenue and Jackson Street, Chicago, ill, 
J. J. HATTSTATDT, Director. 
Concerts, Piano Secitals and Piano Instruction, 
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two young ladies, as boarders in 
her family during the winter, who desire a thorough musical edu¬ 
cation, with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence, 
28® Btasrjibiirjj C Bp sa@s% B3aso DIAGRAM OF THE JANKO KEYBOARD. 
B OCTAViVi , 
Open from 9 a.'m. to^6 p. M. Demonstrations daily 
from 8 to 4 p. m. 
Children, beginners, advanced pupils, professional 
pianists and organists will be instructed. 
Beginners learn in half the time what they can accom¬ 
plish on the old keyboard. 
Pianists require about three months’ study. Pupils 
can practice at Conservatory. 
Pianos with Janko Keyboard for Kent or Sale. 
SEND FOR ClROULAR OF THE CONSERVATORY. 
OR WC PEN-IMC v & 3., 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for.Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying Tor the profession. ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
.*. • pm®. FUl*SCfl«mMl 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
: Faculty comprises the most eminent 
f Instructors. 
-— N O TIP E .- 
The New York College of Music, will remove 
September 1st, from 163 East 70th Street, to its 
new and handsome building, 128 and 13® East 
58th Street. • , 
. BDWA.RD PBRET \ 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer : 
> ire leeitals at 0,. . and Goasarvatories i gpedalty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Ferry mate an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on hia direct 
route dealring recitals afc that time. All orders for Janko Keyboards and attaching same 
to Grand or Upright Pianos, of raimy ramsaBse, promptly 
attended to. 
Pianos reconstructed with both the ordinary and 
the Janko Keyboard, or with both Keyboards, to be 
used alternately. 
c .< a and ti ile 3leas< U n, or addr 
EMIL K. WINKLER, Manager, 
9 Erast 17th Street, Mew Xorls. 
wmB. ggarv got kray 
(PUPIL OP WILLIAM MASON) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Ill ativ tecital , < > j t nera udi n e j , es 
ciations and €bmaga oi Students. . ! 
<2* Address, Care of The Etude. ! 
Nothing SucceedsLike Success, 
After six years of rapid advancement the 
As Applied to the Teaching and Practice of 
Voice and Instruments, 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (88 weeks) need not exceed $806. 
Terms begin Sept. 16, Jan. 6, and April 6. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches,' send for catalogue to 
F. B. BIOS, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
Author of “ Cariosities of Music,”. “ History of German 
Song, etc. ! 
to day stands pre-eminently at the head. The faculty is 
composed of 30 instructors that are recognized artists; 
t.he Conservatory is located on the most fashionable 
thoroughfare of the city of Philadelphia, and is fitted up 
in, the most modern style, contains a large concert hall, 
private class-rooms, offices, etc. 
n>n r\nn EncisncAiL HMSTTHWiriE An 
IUlAUvIlu W QJ^MSISIBWA'MDIig'S' ®IF fiSHJSIKC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUWIIJS ©AMA, geeir©4aj*y. 
teaching are the lates mos 
accordance with the greatest 
The methods pursued in 
p igressiv . and strict! in 
European Conservatories. 
Free advantages offered to all 'pupils include instruc¬ 
tion in harmony, Bight-reading, choral, oratorio, ensem¬ 
ble, symphony and orchestral classes, admission to 
concerts, lectures, and recitals, and daily practice on 
Teehnicons. The Virgil Practice Claviers, are exten- 
A history of the rise, development, and prog¬ 
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly 
of the vocal side of the matter, the work gives a 
succinct account of the progress of German instru- 
mental music as well and contains biographies of 
Bach (father and sons) Handel,Haydn, Mozart, 
Schubert, Schumann, Franz, and many others, 
and an account of the chief German works in 
music. 
lisa®, Cloth. Price,, Postpaid* 8IJ& 
■ - STANDARD WORKS. _ . . 
Dajta’s Practical Habmony..;.....82 < 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass....1 I 
The Art of Finukrino.-.... ' 
National School for Cobnkt.......2 l 
Pkogbessive Studies foe Violin...Each 1 ( 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S SfUSICAS. IMB’B’S'fflJ'S®, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
/Normal training conrse for teachers. Eight frej 
scholarships. Pianos, Organs and Harps for practice) 
Send for new catalogue which contains portraits of 
the faculty, interior views of the Conservatory and full 
information abon instruction terms, etc 
'"mx WMWtmmkfk r 
welly ofthe Times. 
WMl kWiiksbtSiSWl Wh ■ ikti; . * 'xltk 
hWi WSi s-aspsK riWiim ®:5; !»«;}■ 
lour 
ms* wberoverVIESf’ett 
I°Ud'^,ftrtoeMlororM^ortbo 
fi.%MDaossl ^!>8Mu£n^>sao.< 
GILBERT R, €QMBBf Dlreotop, 
1331 South Broad Street, 
PHIU . HIA, PA. . I SQUARE, BOSK 
p 1 ipg IB! i in in 
Ill 8$ 1* IE IE Ki HI 11 SE'il ; vt. ' 1 11. Ill 11 rin 
IE k a IS nn HI 
IS 11 s in i i a 
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■ 1 5 i 1 , €©HT3SH^©e g:g| • ,£\ 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, Ho. 10, Banff Without Wordd. 
Schumann, XL, op. 68, No. 1, Melody. .. 
Schumann, nop. 68,1fo 2 Sold er'ar •- . 
Belir, Fr., op. 603, No. 0, Bohemian Melody. 
Reinec i*.st 1 ai oarolle 
Otto, J., Innocence. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Wilis, 
Gurlitt,.C,, Suhshii y Morning. 
Bohr, Fr., op. 603, No. 13, Lit 
Behr, Fr., op. 60S, No .12, The Betreat. 
Beinecke, C., from the' Thousand and One Nights. - 
Kreutzer, Ed., op. 7, No. 8, Margaretha Polka Masurka. 
Gurlitt, C, op. 101, No. 8, The Fair. • 
He- 
Mueller, W. A., from op, 112,’Spring Blossom Bondoletto, 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 6, Slumber Song. 
Behr Fr., oi 676, No. 27 Gy pay larch. 
Sti I- & & op 100 No: 10, Saltarello. 
Heller, fit,, op. 47, No. 4, Sunday Morning. ' : 
Moelling, Theo., Little Dreamer’s Walts. 
Goerner, P., op. 2, In the Forest. 
Tachaikowoki, Sweet Reverie. 
• Baumfelder, F., op. 288, Peasant’s Dance. • 
Beinhold, H., op, 86, No. 1, The March of Flngall’s Men. 
Wolff, G. T., op. 25, No. 10, Folk Song. 
Wolff, G. T., op. 25, No. 11, Mill by the Brook. 
Should send for one of our New Illustrated Souvenir 
Catalogues—free. 
SPE©i&L SUITERS. 
Ho. 1—Solid Mahogany............. ...........$1 
No. 8— “ “ beautifully finished. ] 
Ho. 6— “ Hose wood, fine ......   3 
Ho. 7— “ “ 'beautifully finished-- t. 
All Warranted not to Warp or Split. 
PIAMQFOSTB 
■ SPECIAL BANJOS. 
Ho. 10—German Silver Elm, Walnut and Ebony 
^ Trimmings,.,... $10.00 
Ho. IS—German Silver Him, Walnut and Ebony 
Trimmings* finer..... 16.00 
Ho. 20—German Silver Him, Mahogany and Ebony 
Trimmings.-.... 20.00 
Ho. 26—German Silver Bim, Mahogany and Ebony 
Trimmings, very fine...... 85.00 
PINE STRINGS A. & PEOIAXZTIT. 
Band and Orchestra MubIc. Send for Catalogue. 
F. Ho GRIFFITH & 
1102 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE' ORDER, 
There are lew really good collections of easy In¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. - We consider that 
the collection cannot he excelled for formative 
pieces. No better idea can be formed than a 
glance at the contents, which we here append. 1TO4 CJMESTIfUT ST. 
Bidwsll Pocket Hand Exerciser 
FOR PIAmSTS. 
You press the button, y £r (y (y lltj W 
, we do the rest'' cW 
, ■ - . - . • Send for I 
THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y. 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS, 
' Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
genuine Mahogany. , , - . 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical hand gymnasium 
foi pr paring ’ 1 lands 1 i< * board * irk f eight inly nun f 
Bend for circular, - * 
®. HUBS0H BIB WELL, 18 Semi St, UTICA, M.Y, a: MONTHiY; MAGAZINE 
^HIS work ia published by subscription. Each vol¬ 
te nme is complete in 12 Parts.. All the leading, 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. * 
The music is selected from the most practical and latest compo- 
t ions of tb< , ’, * i i ... , Ameri< i and ■ ah writ 
etc., etc. 
We would like to impress upon you the fact that—, , . 
1st.—The music is edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marlcing, Registration, etc. 
2d.—The Music is printed from Engraved Mates (not type). 
3d.—No other work gi ves so much music for so little money. 
4th.—None of the pieces are loo difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and tht Profession® Organist wil Ms ge ■ >;. *> f evm, Wiltons 
tohteh ere only to be found at present in expensive edition*. 
, And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist- 
1 >)»'• Orgai 1 ing, I , , > i, Cfaoii ling 
i •••T y, etc also dee riptions of «• a Orj ids, B < gn ih ss of n< in 
Organ s a and () gan < tompo iers. 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Playing. 
yko Organists’ Journal coinifUtB Twknty Pages nr Each Part. 
SUBSCRIPTION, $8.00 PEE YEAR. 
The first volume Is now complete. The second volume la in 
courae of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of the 
subscription. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full Information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name end'address. 
B\ ARTHUR FOOTE. 
Published by Arthur P. Schmidt, Boston. 
Suite In 8 mlfflOF, and a dozen other piano pieces; 
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Trie for 
piano, violin and ’cello; Sffimatffl for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo- 
sitions for mixed and male and female voices, with and 
without accompaniment; also Serenade for piano (S. 
Brainard’s Sons) j Humoresque for piano (Theodore 
Presser). 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
■: (.... Aid;; W Phil ABisiiPHi a, pa. 
“ Piano Playing, General Mnsical Instruction from 
Beginning to End.” T^is book contains information of 
inestimable value to the Teacher or Student of Music. 
Seventy-five Cents, Bent post-paid to any address. 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work is to aystembse practice and stimulate the 
student to batter study. It contains a record of the pupil's work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lesson is 
also given, and In the back of the little book are' lour blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the' Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
, ■ SENT POST-PAID ON REOEIPT OF PRICE. 
These extraordinary books are receiving the most earn¬ 
est consideration and warmest commendation from men 
and women of the highest cultivation and most advanced 
thought. _ 
ERNST YON HIMMEB-^EXTBLISMIHG CO., 
62 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 
Or OAELYIE PETEBSILEA’S MUSIC SCHOOL, ; 
Stelnsri Hall, Boston, ISass. 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
■HAYwsaCK' 3lIi§tS 
msm. 
This Method is something entirely "new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best c ;efs. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, snd'every possible help ; s n 
the pupil as to the best- - practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully grac Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive m. The Reed 
Organ T-. uch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is suet jht. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send for , Satin pis 3opy, 
TIM®. tPlESSllRi, PaafelDoCii©^ 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia*.Pa, 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPANY, 
' SfX W. PHXL.ADEEJPH! I 
7 Appleton Street, 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address, 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
BR,ATTLEBORO, VERMONT. lew Designs* Styles I®. 21, 
■ ' . IN' FOUR BOOKS: 
PART: L—The Two-Finger Exercises, ... . 
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically Treated^ 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated. 
PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura Play- 
£.:■ j- in prepara ion. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years* and npon their excellence alone 
have ittained an 
UNPUR,CHASED PRE-EMINENCE® 
%©s?f Stoss folly WamaM fe B ’ifeoss, 
§■ * i' SIS Ma ElY ? h ,v v s f§4j @@ , . 1 .7’ 7 SI 7 
140 IEm& Ato., moas? 2©tk Sft., ' MEiW 
8 IT! IpEsrassayifiir-asslffl Avo^ ’W', I©» €1* 
An original system for the development of a complete 
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist. Its 
distinguishing characteristics are s. Am active use of the 
pupil’s mind la technical work, with the resultant rapid 
and thorough development; the application of accents, 
thus developing a true rhythm § a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic 
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that 
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. 
All of v/hich is applied to the artistic and expressive 
, e dition c £ m is tci I comp t iti< ns. 
HSIAllD® and 1JP111C1EB3T® 
iflPHEBS amp PRIMTE7 
Bend for Illustrated Catalogue. 
gjHl 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations ; the styles and nature of the miisic they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account-of the process of development 
its present highly organized and expressive con 
1 Volume. 18mo. Pages 358. Price $8.00. Beauti¬ 
fully printed on. fine heavy paper, and handsomely 
bound with gilt top and uncut, edges. 
Xdberal Seduction in Quantities, 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories. f Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church 
}'-''f/jyl music composers; intended specially for .church choirs on various 
' occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Not a 
.Hymnal, nor for use in the pew, but in the choir. Also just 
the thing for musical family circles. 
Second Edition. 43S“To Organists and Choirmasters: Send SO cents for 
- a sample copy. You may find it just what you want to brighten up 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice your services‘ - __ 
Artistically and Hygienlcally. p, J&s 
HT« B.—TWsls » tcyIsmI ssstl esslai'ijecl etSIfttom ®f THEODORE PRESSES?, 
4la« at to® a “Ttss ©M it lisa Seim »1 . u , , 
bi • i*aer. ’ i laic is < f m las 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
is confidently offered 
of music yet written. 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per¬ 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them- 
selves and their pupils. ' - 
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach¬ 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood Chautauqua, M.fc5T., 
